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ABSTRACT
The design of naval ships is a complex and iterative process. The propulsion system is
selected early in the design cycle and it has significant impact on the ship design. A
complete understanding of the marine propulsion engine alternatives is necessary to
facilitate the design.
Five types of marine propulsion engines have been examined and compared. They
include an LM-2500 marine gas turbine, an Intercooled Recuperative (ICR) marine gas
turbine, a series of Colt-Pielstick PC4.2V medium speed diesels, a series of Colt-Pielstick
PC2.6V medium speed diesels, and an Allison 571-KF marine gas turbine module power
pak.
To facilitate an integrated propulsion systems study, an engine's computer model has
been written that calculates the engine weight, volume, fuel consumption, and acquisition
cost. Given user input for propulsor and transmission performance, the engine code will
also calculate the required endurance fuel load in accordance with Navy standards.
The Engine's computer code allows the user to employ different engine types for cruise
and boost operating regimes. The model ensures that the engines are operated within
their horsepower and RPM ratings and splits the propulsion load evenly when multiple
engines are in use.
The engine's computer code will be integrated into a complete propulsion systems
computer code. This will facilitate the analysis of various propulsion alternatives for
Navy ships.
This thesis is one part of the three-part propulsion system study. The other two parts are
the evaluation of transmissions for a ship's propulsion system, and the evaluation of
propulsors for a ship's propulsion system.
Thesis Supervisor: A. Douglas Carmichael, Professor of Ocean Engineering
Thesis Reader: David Gordon Wilson, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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The design of naval ships is a complex and iterative process. The ship design
process involves defining the requirements and constraints, selecting and combining
candidate technologies, and applying selected design standards in order to meet the
requirements for the ship. The term design spiral has been used to describe the iterative
nature of this process cycle. The cycle must be repeated until the synergistic integration
of the component technologies are deemed to satisfy the design requirements both
technically and politically.
For naval ships, the combat systems and the propulsion plant are two major
systems that have important impact on the ship design. A thorough understanding of the
pros and cons of the candidate technologies for these systems is necessary to facilitate
efficiency in the design spiral process.
The propulsion system is selected early in the design spiral. Once the component
technologies for the propulsion system have been selected, there is little flexibility for
change in the propulsion system. This further emphasizes the need to be able to define
and trade-off the propulsion component technologies both qualitatively and
quantitatively. The trade-off should result in the optimum solution given the constraints
in the requirements statement.
There have been many advances and improvements in naval propulsion
technologies. These advances have occurred in each of the three major propulsion
system components which include the marine propulsion engines, the transmissions, and
the propulsors. The evolving component technologies should lead to potentially
promising propulsion systems for future naval ship designs. It can be expected that the

future propulsion systems will have significant performance and costs impacts on the
ship designs.
A study has been initiated to investigate the different propulsion technologies. One
of the goals of the study is to determine which of the technologies has the most promise
and deserves the emphasis for future designs. The individual propulsion component
technologies have been identified and characterized [1]. The study is entering its second
phase which will define and determine the relative merits of the different propulsion
technologies as applied to different classes of ships. A second goal of the study is to
develop a computer model for quantifying and analyzing propulsion system alternatives.
1.1 The Propulsion System Study
The propulsion system study is centered around the development of a computer
model for comparing alternative propulsion systems on a given ship class. The computer
code, written in the computer language C, combines the characteristics of user selected
individual propulsion system components and outputs the performance characteristics,
weight, volume, and costs for the prospective propulsion system. Additionally, the
impact of the propulsion system is determined for a selected ship class. For the study,
two surface ship classes and one submarine are considered. The first surface ship class is
the ARLEIGH BURKE (DDG 51 ) class destroyer. The second surface ship class is a
naval amphibious ship class designated LX.
The propulsion system analysis has been split into three areas of responsibility:
propulsion engines, transmissions, and propulsors. Each team member is responsible for
ensuring that their propulsion component's characterization and computer modelling
integrates into the overall propulsion system model. Table 1 presents the three by three
matrix representation of the project.
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This thesis focuses on the evaluation of marine propulsion engines for a surface
ship's propulsion system. The development of the engine portion of the integrated
propulsion system computer code is discussed. Five marine propulsion engines types are
considered. They include an LM-2500 marine gas turbine, an Intercooled Recuperative
(ICR) marine gas turbine, a series of Colt-Pielstick PC4.2V medium speed diesels, a
series of Colt-Pielstick PC2.6V medium speed diesels, and an Allison 571-KF marine gas
turbine module power pak. The user selected marine propulsion engines have their
characteristics and performance specifications modeled and incorporated into the
integrated propulsion system model. The engine computer code allows the user to
employ different engine types for cruise and boost operating regimes. The model ensures
that the engines are operated within their horsepower and RPM ratings and splits the
propulsion load evenly when multiple engines are in use. The engine model also
incorporates design standards and constraints to determine a given ship's fuel load
requirements. The propulsion engines are compared in terms of weight, volume, fuel
consumption, and capital cost.
This thesis is one part of the three-part propulsion system study. The other two
parts are the evaluation of transmissions for a ship's propulsion system, and the
evaluation of propulsors for a ship's propulsion system. Ultimately, the three pans will
be combined and integrated to determine the impact of various propulsion systems on a






This chapter provides a detailed description for each of the five types of selected
marine propulsion engines. For this study, three marine gas turbines and two series of
medium speed diesels were considered. The gas turbines include two simple cycle and
one intercooled and recuperative cycle. The diesels include two different power sizes of
engines. All of the engines are only available in discrete sizes as provided by the
manufacturer.
The engines are classified as cruise or boost engines. The cruise engines are used
to meet the ship cruise power requirement. The boost engines are used to meet the ship
minimum sustained speed requirement. The propulsion plant configuration determines
how a given engine is classified. In some configurations where there is only one engine
type, the engine serves as both the cruise and boost engine. In configurations where
there are more than one engine type, such as CODOG, the diesel is the cruise engine and
the gas turbine is the boost engine. In a combined ICR and LM-2500 plant, the ICR
would serve both cruise and boost operation while the LM-2500 would only serve boost
operation.
The Navy standard day conditions shown in table 2 were assumed for all gas
turbine performance calculations.
100°F Ambient Temperature
14.7 psia Ambient Pressure
4.0 in of H2O Intake Loss
6.0 in of H2O Exhaust Loss
40 % relative humidity
18,400 Btu/lbm Lower Heating Value
85°F Seawater Inlet Temperature
Table 2 Navy Standard Day Conditions
13

The Diesel Engine Manufacturer's Association (DEMA) standard conditions shown
in table 3 were assumed for all diesel performance calculations. The diesel jacket water
pumps and lube oil pumps will be motor driven, thus their impact on SFC will be
accounted to the electric plant prime mover.
90°F Ambient Temperature
14.7 psia Ambient Pressure
No Engine Driven Jacket Water Pump
No Engine Driven Lube Oil Pump
18,360 Btu/lbm Lower Heating Value
85°F Intercooler Seawater Inlet Temperature
Table 3 DEMA Standard Conditions
2.1 LM-2500 Marine Gas Turbine
The LM-2500 marine gas turbine is a simple-cycle gas turbine or open Brayton-
cycle engine. Figure 1 shows a picture of the engine and figure 2 shows a schematic of
the simple-cycle gas turbine engine. The LM-2500 is currently rated for Navy use at a
maximum of 26,250 BHP at 3600 RPM. The maximum output torque, limited by the
output shaft flexible coupling, is 60,000 lb-ft. The engine is composed of two primary
sections, the gas generator and the power turbine. The gas generator consist of a 16 stage
axial compressor, an annular combustor , and a two stage high pressure turbine. The
high pressure turbine exhaust to the low pressure or power turbine. The power turbine is
aerodynamically coupled to the gas generator and consist of six stages.
Ideally the engine power versus engine RPM is scheduled to produce the optimum
SFC performance through the required operating range. This is possible for electric
drive applications. However for mechanical drive applications, the power versus RPM
scheduling is constrained by the required propulsor RPM scheduling. In this case, an
estimate for the required engine power versus RPM can be approximated by applying
equation (1) which gives a cubic loading relationship.
14












Figure 2 The Simple Cycle Gas Turbine [3]
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(% Maximum BHP) = (% Maximum RPMy ( 1
)
Figure 3 shows the power turbine output BHP versus power turbine speed (NPT)












Figure 3 LM-2500 with assumed Cubic Loading
The axial flow 16 stage compressor develops an overall 17:1 pressure ratio. The
inlet guide vanes and the first six rows of variable stator vanes adjust to prevent
compressor stall during variable speed engine operation. Up to 12 percent of the total
engine air flow may be drawn off of the 16th stage to supply customer bleed air [4].
Drawing bleed air off of the engine while maintaining a given power requirement will
cause the power turbine inlet temperature (T48) to rise. Equation (2) gives the increase
in T48 as a function of the ratio of the bleed air flow (WB3) to the total engine air flow
(W2).
T48bleed = T48no _bleed * (1 + 1.167 * WB3/W2) (2)
The LM-2500 is rated to a maximum T48 of 1625°F. If customer bleed is used during
16

high power operation, equation (2) must be applied to ensure that the engine is not
outside of its T48 limit.
Since the LM-2500 is a variable speed engine, the compressor discharge bleed
pressure (PE3D) varies with engine BHP. Figure 4 shows the relation of PE3D with
engine BHP. Equation (3) must be applied to the values obtained from figure 4 to allow
for the decrease in PE3D as a function of the ratio of the bleed air flow (WB3) to the
total engine air flow (W2).

















4" H20 inlet loss
6" H20 exhaust loss
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Figure 4 LM-2500 Bleed Air Discharge Pressure versus Engine BHP
It is important to note that the engine's customer bleed air pressure drops off at the
low power end. This performance can have significant impact if the engine is designated
as the primary source to provide customer bleed air for systems such as prairie air,
masker air, start air, and anti-icing air. A standard bleed air system on the DD 963 class
destroyer and CG-47 class cruiser requires a normal bleed air pressure of 75 psia [5].
Applying equation (3) to the 75 psia bleed air pressure results in a required 78.9 psia for
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16th stage bleed air pressure. From figure 4, this 16th stage bleed air pressure, assuming
cubic engine loading, requires the engine to be operating at 2715 BHP. For a typical
destroyer with a typical propulsion plant this minimum engine BHP required to maintain
normal bleed air pressure would result in a ship speed of 8 to 12 knots (ship dependant).
Below this speed, the bleed air pressure would drop below normal values. To alleviate
this problem, the LM-2500 is not used as the primary source of bleed air. Instead the
ship service gas turbine generator (SSGTG) serves as the primary source of bleed air.
The SSGTG is a constant speed engine that operates over a relatively small power range.
This results in the SSGTG providing a relatively constant bleed air pressure at
approximately lOOpsia.
The annular combuster contains 30 fuel nozzles mounted in swirl cups that provide
for mixing. The engine is configured for liquid fuel (DFM or JP5) use, though it can be
configured for natural gas or other novel fuels. An inlet diffuser to the combuster
ensures that relatively uniform flow is seen by the combuster even though the compressor
discharge pressure may be varying significantly.
The two stage high pressure or gas generator turbine is used to drive the
compressor and the accessory gear box. This portion of the turbine is subjected to the
highest turbine temperatures and stresses. The blades uses special materials and film
cooling through passages in the blades to allow for operating in the high temperatures.
The six stage low pressure or power turbine is aerodynamically coupled to the gas
generator turbine. The gas generator can be scheduled so that the power turbine operates
between 900 and 3600 RPM. However, since this project allows for Propulsion Derived
Ship Service (PDSS) electric power to be driven off of the power turbine output shaft;
the power turbine will be restricted to operate between 1 200 and 3600 RPM. This RPM
range is required for the PDSS units as discussed in detail by Hultgren [6].
The Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) for the LM-2500, assuming cubic engine
loading, is shown in figure 5. An engine SFC model was developed, that maps the
18

engine SFC as a function of engine bhp and output RPM. The engine cubic loading
shown in figure 3 was applied to this model to develop figure 5. The details for the
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Figure 5 LM-2500 Engine SFC for Cubic Loading
2.2 ICR Marine Gas Turbine
The Intercooled and Recuperative (ICR) marine gas turbine is a modified open
Brayton-cycle engine that includes intercooling and recuperation. The inclusion of
intercooling and recuperation into the cycle is expected to provide a reduction in the
SFC, compared to the simple gas turbine cycle, of 30 to 35 percent. The actual engine
that will be used for Navy applications is not yet completely developed, however the
required specifications for the engine have been published [7]. Figure 6 shows a picture
of one of the proposed engine designs and figure 7 shows a schematic for that proposed
ICR engine. The initial ICR engine will be rated for Navy use at a maximum of 26,400



















Figure 7 An ICR Cycle Gas Turbine [8]
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The ICR gas turbine is a twin spooled gas generator coupled to a multistage power
urbine. Each spool of the gas generator has an axial flow compressor coupled to a
compressor turbine. Between the two compressors, the air temperature is reduced by the
ntercooler. The power turbine is expected to have variable stator blades to improve part-
oad performance. Figure 7 shows how the individual gas generator turbines are
nechanically connected to their respective compressors via concentric shafting, and also
mplicitly shows via the required logical air flow how they are aerodynamically coupled,
[he low pressure gas generator turbine exhaust to the power turbine. The power turbine
s aerodynamically coupled to the low pressure gas generator.
The ICR engine performs the intake air compression in two stages. The low
>ressure compressor heats the intake air as it performs the work necessary for the first
ttage compression. The air exits the low pressure compressor and is passed to a heat
xchanger where the temperature is brought to near ambient conditions. This process
;tep results in less work required by the high pressure compressor to complete the
compression process.
The high pressure compressor discharge is drawn off of the engine and passed to
he recuperator. The recuperator is a heat exchanger that transfers the heat energy from
he exhaust gases coming off of the power turbine to the high pressure compressor
lischarge air before it enters the combuster. As mentioned, the expected overall SFC
eduction has a result of combined intercooling and recuperation should be 30 to 35
percent.
For the ICR engine, the power versus engine RPM should ideally be scheduled to
produce the optimum SFC performance through the required operating range. This is
possible for electric drive applications. However for mechanical drive applications, the
x>wer versus RPM scheduling is constrained by the required propulsor RPM scheduling.
As in the LM-2500 case, a first estimate for the required ICR engine power versus RPM
:an be approximated by applying equation (1) which gives a cubic loading relationship.
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The ICR engine's specifications [7], assume that no customer bleed air will be
provided by the engine. Based on this specification, it will be assumed that a SSGTG
will provide customer bleed air if it is required for such services as prairie and masker
air.
The SFC for the ICR gas turbine, assuming the prescribed cubic engine loading [7],
is shown in figure 8. An ICR engine SFC model was developed that maps the engine
SFC as a function of the percent of total engine power. The details of the ICR SFC
model can be found in appendix A.
w -7
4" H20 inlet loss
6" H20 exhaust loss








Figure 8 ICR Gas Turbine SFC for Cubic Loading
2.3 Allison 571.KF Marine Gas Turbine Module Power Pak
The Allison 571-KF marine gas turbine is a simple-cycle gas turbine or open
Brayton-cycle engine. Figure 9 shows a picture of the engine. The Stewart
22

Figure 9 The Allison 571-KF Marine Gas Turbine [9]
Figure 10 The 571-KF Marine Gas Turbine Power Pak Module [10]
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Stevenson Company has incorporated the engine into a gas turbine module power pak
shown in figure 10. The module power pak features the 571-KF engine with a reduction
gear and supporting auxiliary equipment all enclosed in a module and mounted on a
common pallet.
The 571-KF is currently rated for a maximum of 6000 BHP at 1800 RPM. The
maximum output torque is 5,000 lb-ft. The engine is composed of two primary sections,
the gas generator and the forward drive power turbine. The gas generator consist of a 13
stage axial compressor, an annular combustor , and a two stage high pressure turbine.
The high pressure turbine exhaust to the low pressure or power turbine. The power
turbine is aerodynamically coupled to the gas generator and consist of three stages.
Ideally the engine power versus engine RPM is scheduled to produce the optimum
SFC performance through the required operating range. This is possible for electric
drive applications. However for mechanical drive applications such as direct coupling to
a waterjet, the power versus RPM scheduling is constrained by the required propulsor
RPM scheduling. In this case, an estimate for the required engine power versus RPM can
be approximated by applying equation (1) which gives a cubic loading relationship.
The axial flow 13 stage compressor develops an overall 12.7:1 pressure ratio. The
inlet guide vanes and the first five rows of variable stator vanes adjust to prevent
compressor stall during variable speed engine operation. Up to 5 percent of the total
engine air flow may be drawn off of the 10th stage to supply customer bleed air [9].
The annular combuster contains 16 fuel nozzles mounted in swirl y^ifcthat provide
for mixing. The engine is configured for liquid fuel (DFM or JP5) use, though it can be
configured for natural gas or dual fuel (natural gas and liquid fuel). An inlet diffuser to
ithe combuster ensures that relatively uniform flow is seen by the combuster even though
the compressor discharge pressure may be varying significantly.
The two stage high pressure or gas generator turbine is used to drive the
compressor and the accessory gear box. This portion of the turbine is subjected to the
24

highest turbine temperatures and stresses. The engine is rated for a maximum high
pressure turbine temperature of 1477°F. The turbine blades uses special materials and
film cooling through passages in the blades to allow for operating at the high
temperatures.
The three stage low pressure or power turbine is aerodynamically coupled to the
gas generator turbine. The gas generator is normally scheduled so that the power turbine
operates between 6000 and 12,000 RPM. The module reduction gear ratio is 6.66, so the
output RPM from the module is 900 to 1800 RPM. The manufacturer advertises an
optional system that will allow for output RPM down to zero. However, for applications
requiring Propulsion Derived Ship Service (PDSS) electric power to be driven off of the
power turbine output shaft; the power turbine will be restricted to operate between 1200
and 3600 RPM. This RPM range is required for the PDSS units as discussed in detail by
Huitgren [6].
The Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) for the 571-KF, assuming cubic engine
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3000 4000 5000 6000
Engine BHP
Figure 1 1 571-KF Engine SFC for Cubic Loading
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An engine SFC model was developed that maps the engine SFC as a function of engine
bhp. The details for the development of the 571-KF SFC model can be found in
appendix A.
2.4 Colt.Pielstick PC4.2V and PC2.6V Medium Speed Diesels
The Colt-Pielstick medium speed diesels are open Diesel cycle, four stroke
engines. Figure 1 2 shows a picture of the PC4.2V engine. The PC4.2V and PC2.6V
engines are available in a range of power levels depending on the number of cylinders
installed in the engine. Figure 13 shows the available engine ratings. Based on the
projected ship propulsion power requirements for boost, the 16 cylinder PC4.2V engine
will be the only diesel boost engine option. Based on the projected ship power
requirements for cruise, the PC4. 2V 10, 12, and 14 cylinder and the PC2.6V 10. 12. 14.
and 16 cylinder engines will be considered for cruise engine options.

















5 6 7 8 9
INLINE
10 12 14 16 18
VEE
CYLINDERS
Figure 13 Available Colt-Pielstick Medium Speed Diesel Engine Options [11]
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Figure 14 provides a description for the four stroke Colt-Pielstick diesel engine's
principle of operation. The PC4.2V and PC2.6V are very similar in design and
construction. The primary difference is in the power rating and thus size of the
components. Both engines incorporate the vee cylinder arrangement. Direct reversing
engines are available, but were not considered for this project. As a result either a
reversing gear or a CRP propeller will have to be used for reversing. It is assumed that
the diesels will be ran on DFM fuel at the conditions prescribed in table 3. The engines
can be configured to run on various grades of heavy fuel. However, this requires
upgrading the exhaust valves and engine fuel systems to run on the harsher fuel. The
engines incorporate turbocharging with each bank of cylinders in the vee configuration
served by its own turbocharger.
The PC4.2V diesel engine is rated at 1629 BHP per cylinder. The engine operates
between 125 and 400 RPM. The SFC for the engine, assuming cubic engine loading, is
shown in figure 15. An engine model was developed that maps the engine SFC as a
function of BHP and RPM. The details for the development of the diesel SFC model can
be found in appendix A.
The PC2.6V diesel engine is rated at 737 BHP per cylinder. The engine operates
between 200 and 520 RPM. The SFC for the engine, assuming cubic engine loading, is
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Comparison of The Marine Propulsion Engines
3.0 Overview
Determining the impact of a propulsion system on a ship requires that the analysis
consider the synergistic integration of all the propulsion components. However, a
comparison of the individual technologies within a component group can help to identify
the specific individual promising technologies. With this motivation, the selected
propulsion engines are compared.
3.1 Boost Engine Options
As described in chapter 2, the designated boost engines were selected to meet the
projected power requirements for minimum sustained speed. Depending on the specific
selection for the propulsion plant components, the engines may also be used for cruise
operation. Table 4 provides a summary of the specifications for the boost engines.
The information in the table is used by the engine computer code to define the
engine characteristics. The information for each engine is listed in the same order has it
is stored in the array called "boost_engine_specs[141". The program code is a value used
by the computer code to identify the engine type and control branching logic.
Since the locations of the engines in the ship may vary depending on the propulsion
system and the specific arrangement requirements, the intake and uptake ducting weight
and volume will vary. Therefore the average weight per linear foot and the average cross
sectional area per linear foot of ducting were calculated as detailed in appendix B and
appendix C, respectively. Once the engine is placed and the length of ducting is known,
the total weight and volume for the engine ducting can be calculated by multiplying by










26,250 26,400 26,060 6000
Maximum Engine RPM 3600 3600 400 1800
Minimum Engine RPM 1200 1200 125 900
Number of Cylinders,
Diesel's only 16
Program Code 1 9 3 5
Weight of Engine, lbs 59,000 120.000 639.340 15.000
Linear Weight of Intake, lbs/ft 493.2 494.5 322.9 364.5
Linear Weight of Uptake, lbs/ft 799.0 801.1 500.5 590.5
Length of Engine, ft 26.5 26.5 42.7 15.8
Width of Engine, ft 8.7 8.7 17.0 5.7
Height of Engine, ft 10.4 22.2 26.2 7.7
Area Cross-section of Intake,
fW 119.7 119.7 12.6 37.3
Area Cross-section of Uptakes,
ft*2 162.5 162.5 19.6 82.3
Acquisition Cost, million 1991 $ 4.5 6.5 7.8 3.5
Table 4 Summary of Boost Engines' Specifications
The acquisition cost for the Allison 571-KF Power Pak was quoted by the
manufacturer [13] and includes all of the module components but does not include the
cost for spare parts. The other engines' cost were reported from NAVSEA [14]. All gas
turbine costs figures include the acquisition items shown in table 5. All diesel costs















Tech Manuals and Drawings
Field Support Service
Table 6 Summary of Diesel Acquisition Cost Components
1.0
SFC assuming cubic loading
3x1041x104 2x104
Engine BHP
Figure 17 Comparison of Boost engines' SFC performance versus BHP
Figure 17 provides a comparison of the SFC for each of the boost engines as a
function of BHP assuming cubic engine loading. It can be seen that the ICR engine's
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SFC performance is very competitive with the diesel down to approximately 25 percent
engine loading.
3.2 PC4.2V Cruise Engine Options
Table 7 summarizes the specifications for the PC4.2V engines that are considered
for cruise only operation. As before, the information in the table is used by the engine
computer code to define the engine characteristics. The information for each engine is
listed in the same order has it is stored in the array called "cruise_engine_specs[14]". It







Maximum Engine Power, bhp 16,290 19,550 22.800
Maximum Engine RPM 400 400 125
Minimum Engine RPM 125 125 125
Number of Cylinders,
Diesel only 10 12 14
Program Code 3 3 3
Weight of Engine, lbs 425,500 507,060 577,600
Linear Weight of Intake, lbs/ft 255.3 279.6 302.0
Linear Weight of Uptake, lbs/ft 395.7 433.4 468.1
Length of Engine, ft 34.2 37.0 39.7
Width of Engine, ft 17.0 17.0 17.0
Height of Engine, ft 25.2 25.2 26.2
Area Cross-section of Intake,
fW 12.6 12.6 12.6
Area Cross-section of Uptakes,
ft*2 19.6 19.6 19.6
Acquisition Cost, million 1991 $ 5.43 6.23 7.10
Table 7 Summary of PC4.2V Cruise Engines' Specifications
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The average weight per linear foot and the average cross sectional area per linear
foot of ducting were calculated as detailed in appendix B and appendix C, respectively.
Once the engine is placed and the length of ducting is known, the total weight and
volume for the engine ducting can be calculated by multiplying by the known duct
length. The acquisition cost for the engines were reported from NAVSEA [14]. The
diesel costs figures include the acquisition items shown in table 6.
3.3 PC2.6V Cruise Engine Options









Maximum Engine Power, bhp 7370 8844 10,318 11,792
Maximum Engine RPM 520 520 520 520
Minimum Engine RPM 200 200 200 200
Number of Cylinders,
Diesel only 10 12 14 16
Program Code 4 4 4 4
Weight of Engine, lbs 121,275 145.530 165,375 183,015
Linear Weight of Intake, lbs/ft 171.7 188.1 203.2 217.2
Linear Weight of Uptake, lbs/ft 266.1 291.5 314.9 336.6
Length of Engine, ft 20.0 24.2 26.6 29.0
Width of Engine, ft 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0
Height of Engine, ft 12.3 14.9 14.9 14.9
Area Cross-section of Intake,
ftA2 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1
Area Cross-section of Uptakes,
ft*2 11.0 11.0 11.0 13.1
Acquisition Cost, million 1991 $ 2.92 3.40 3.38 3.87
Table 8 Summary of PC2.6V Cruise Engines' Specifications
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for cruise only operation. As before, the information in the table is used by the engine
computer code to define the engine characteristics. The information for each engine is
listed in the same order has it is stored in the array called "cruise_engine_specs[14] M
. It
is expected that two PC2.6V cruise diesels will meet the cruise power requirement in a
split shaft operation configuration.
The average weight per linear foot and the average cross sectional area per linear
foot of ducting were calculated as detailed in appendix B and appendix C, respectively.
Once the engine is placed and the length of ducting is known, the total weight and
volume for the engine ducting can be calculated by multiplying by the known duct
length. The acquisition cost for the PC2.6V engines were quoted by the manufacturer
[15]. The diesel costs figures include the acquisition items shown in table 6.
1.0
SFC assuming cubic loading








Figure 18 Comparison of Selected Cruise Engines' SFC performance versus BHP
Figure 18 provides a comparison of the SFC for four selected cruise engines as a
function of BHP assuming cubic engine loading. It was assumed that the required
average endurance power for cruise was 16,000 BHP. This power requirement can be
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met by one 10 cylinder PC4.2V or two 12 cylinder PC2.6V diesel engines. It can be seen
that at the assumed 16,000 cruise BHP, the ICR engine's SFC performance is very




The Electric Plant Generator Set Considerations
1.0 Overview
One of the functions of the engine computer model is to calculate the total fuel
weight for the ship. The total required ship fuel weight is the sum of the propulsion plant
endurance fuel weight and the electric plant endurance fuel weight. The specific details
:
or performing the calculations can be found in NAVSEA Design Standard 200-1 [16]
ind are described in appendix D. Since the electric plant endurance fuel weight has to be
alculated and since more than one type of generator set is available for consideration,
he performance, weight, size, and cost must be known for the electric plant generator set
options.
U The DDG Electric Plant Potions
For the DDG ship type, only two options for the electric plant generator sets were
:onsidered; the Allison 501-K34 SSGTG and the Propulsion Derived Ship Service
generator (PDSS). Table 9 summarizes the specifications for each of the units. The
inear average weights and linear average cross sectional areas for the intake and uptake
of the 501-K34 were calculated as per appendix B and C. The PDSS has no intake or
uptakes. The other information for the 501-K34 and the PDSS came from Hultgren[6].
The acquisition cost were provided by NAVSEA [14],
It is assumed that the DDG requires three 2500KW generators. The engine
computer model allows for mixing PDSS and 501-K34 generator sets. However, as
described in chapter 2, at least one 501-K34 gas turbine must be installed to meet the
bleed air requirements. The average 24 hour electric load for the DDG is 2525KW [17].
Figure 19 shows the performance of the 501-K34 gas turbine with and without
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2.3 1.0 1.0 1.5
Table 9 Summary of Specifications for DDG Electric Plant Generator Set options
would be used to drive a PDSS unit. The engine SFC model is discussed in appendix A.
A simple example demonstrates the SFC performance savings provided by PDSS.
Assume that the average endurance power is 15,000 BHP and is being provided by
one propulsion gas turbine. Also assume bleed air is required from one SSGTG and that
the electric load of 2525KW is equally split between two generator units. From figure
19, the SFC for the 501-K34 supplying the required bleed air is 0.9 lb/hp/hr. If the
second generator unit is a 501 -K34 with no bleed air, its SFC is 0.8 lb/hp/hr. If the
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second unit is a PDSS driven off of an ICR engine, its SFC would be 0.35 Ib/hp/hr. If
the second unit is a PDSS driven off of an LM-2500 unit, its SFC would be 0.45 lb/hp/hr.
Therefore, for 1260 KW being provided by the second generating unit; the 501-
K34 with no bleed air would bum 1524 lb/hr of fuel. The PDSS driven off of the LM-
2500 would only burn one half of that or 762 lb/hr. The PDSS driven off of the ICR





SFC assuming cubic loading






Figure 19 SFC Performance for the DDG Generator Set Options
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4.2 The LX Electric Plant Potions
For the proposed LX ship type, three options for the electric plant generator sets
were considered; the Allison 501-K34 SSGTG, the Caterpillar 3612 Diesel generator,
and the PDSS. Table 10 summarizes the specifications for each of the units. The linear
average weights and linear average cross sectional areas for the intake and uptakes of the
501-K34 and the Cat 3612 were calculated as per appendix B and C. The PDSS has no
intake or uptakes. The information for the 501-K34 and the PDSS came from
Hultgren[6]. The information for the Cat 3612 came from the manufacturer [23]. The
acquisition cost were provided by a manufacturer representative [27].
The LX is still in the conceptual stage, however the projected average 24 hour
electric load is 3190 KW and the projected worst case loading is 7000KW [14]. Since
standard practice is to assume one generator is not available, it will be assumed that four
2500K.W generators will be required. The engine computer model will allow for mixing
PDSS only with 501-K34 generator sets. It is asssumed that the LX will have no bleed
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Overview of the Integrated Propulsion System
Computer Code Structure
5.0 Overview
The integrated propulsion system computer code, written in the computer language
C, will determine the fuel performance, weight, volume, and costs of user selected
propulsion systems for a destroyer type ship and an amphibious type ship. The computer
code will consist of various functions developed for the analysis. The functions can be
generally categorized. The five basic function categories are input/output, resistance,
propulsors, transmissions, and engines. A brief overview of the proposed integrated
propulsion system computer code will be provided so that the specific requirements for
the engine functions of the computer code will be clear. A simple flow chart will be
presented.
5.1 The Integrated Codes Basic Structure
Figure 20 presents a simple flow chart to describe the basic structure of the
(proposed integrated propulsions system computer code. The first task for the code is to
perform the input operation. The input operation provides an interactive user interface
that guides the user through the selection of the individual components for the propulsion
system. A detailed description of this operation will be described in the next chapter.
Once the propulsion system has been defined, the computer code determines the
Tiaximum power that is available from the selected types and selected numbers of
propulsions engines. This information is required early in the program in order for the
resistance function to determine the limiting ship speed given the available power.
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Select Proposed Propulsion System
Calculate Maximum Available Power
Perform Baseline Ship's Resistance
Calculate Resistance of Ship with Baseline Propulsion System
at 20 Knots, at Propeller Design Speed, and at Maximum Power
Perform Modified Ship's Resistance
Calculate Resistance of Ship with Modified Propulsion System
at 20 Knots, at Propeller Design Speed, and at Maximum Power
"JPerform Propeller Desi2n
Perform Transmission Design
Calculate the Fuel Load for Endurance Requirement
Calculate Wc.ght of Modified Propulsion System
Calculate New Ship Displacement Based on Modified Propulsion System
and Fuel Load
Convergence Test: Change in Calculated New Ship Displacement is
Less Than a Specified Convergence Criterion
Perform Life Cycle Cost
Output
Figure 20 Proposed Integrated Propulsion System Computer Code Structure
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The baseline ship's resistance function applies specific ship characteristics to
determine the hull powering requirements. This information includes the baseline ship's
displacement, length, beam, draft, and prismatic coefficient. The hull resistance is
calculated at the endurance speed of 20 Knots, at the propeller cavitation limited design
speed, and at the speed corresponding to the maximum available power. With the power
requirements defined at the described conditions, the computer code steps through the
design of the propeller, the design of the transmission, and the calculation of the fuel
load. The weight of the fuel load and the weight of the new propulsion system
components are summed to develop the new ship displacement. With a new ship
displacement, the hull powering requirements must be recalculated and the described
design loop repeated. The loop continues until a specified convergence criterion is
satisfied.
After convergence of the resistance loop, the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) is calculated
for the modified ship and propulsion system. The LCC calculation will determine the
annual fuel consumed given an assumed operating profile.
The final task of the computer code is to output the weight, volume, performance,
acquisition cost, and life cycle cost for the user selected propulsion system has applied to




Development of the Engine Functions for the Integrated
Propulsion Systems Computer Code
6.0 Overview
This chapter provides a discussion of the engine related functions written to
support the integrated propulsion systems computer code. The individual engine
functions are combined to produce a stand-alone engine's program. Figure 21 presents a
simple flow chart showing the basic structure of the stand-alone engine's program. The
program employs user selected values for the required endurance EHP, Quasi-Propulsive
Coefficient (QPC), propulsor RPM, transmission ratio, and transmission efficiency.
These user input "dummy" values or "stub" functions will eventually be replaced by the
appropriate functions in the integrated propulsion systems program.
Select the Proposed Propulsion System
Load the Specifications for the user selected engines
into the main function's engine specification arrays
Calculate the Maximum Available Power
User Input the Endurance: EHP, RPM, QPC, Gear Ratio, and Gear Efficiency
Calculate the Fuel Load for Endurance Requirement
Output
Figure 21 The Engine's Program Computer Code Structure
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The stand-alone engine's program outputs the fuel load, the weight for all engines, the
volume for all engines, the operating performance for all engines, and the acquisition
cost for all engines.
6.1 The Engine's Program Computer Code
The individual functions that make-up the stand-alone engine's program are shown
in table 1 1
. The functions are shown in their function prototype format which shows
each function's return type and each function's arguments. A discussion for each function








double fuel_load(ehp_cruise, qpc_cruise, xmission_eff_cruise,
rpm_prop_cruise, gear ratio, cruise_engine_specs, main_engine_max_pwr)
double engine_sfc( bhp, rpm, number_cylinders, eng_type)
double lm2500_map( engine_bhp, engine_rpm)
double pc42_sfc_map( engine_bhp, engine_rpm, number_cylinders)
double pc26_sfc_map( engine_bhp, engine_rpm, number_cylinders)
Table 1 1 Listing of the Engine Functions
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The first five functions shown in table 1 1 perform the input operation. They
provide an interactive user interface that guides the user through the selection of the
individual components for the propulsion system. The user selected choices are stored in
1 7 by 2 two dimensional array called plant_map which is shown in table 12. Each cell
?f the array contains information about the propulsion system. The individual cells,
shown in table 12, display all the possible values for a given selection. However in some
:ases, depending on the selected drive system, not all of the possible values will
available. The functions incorporate bounds checking to ensure that the user only inputs
Dne of the accepted values. The plant_map array is declared has a global array so that
any function can access the plant_map array to obtain information about the proposed
propulsion system.
The user_interface function initiates the input process. However, the logic required
:o step through the entire input process depends on the type of drive system. Therefore
:he user_interface function calls one of the next four functions to complete the input
process. At the end of the selection process, the user_interface function provides a
summary of the selections and offers the choices of running the program, re-selecting the
propulsion system, or quitting the program.
If the propulsion system is mechanical drive, the mechanical_drive function steps
through the input process. The function's logic allows for two or three propulsion shafts,
[f three propulsion shafts are selected, the cross-connect gear option is not allowed. The
user selects either the LM-2500, the ICR, or the 16 cylinder PC4.2V as the boost engine,
[f the LM-2500 is selected, then the user is given the opportunity to select a different
type of engine for cruise. The cruise engine options are the ICR, the 10 cylinder
PC4.2V, or the 10 cylinder PC2.6V. The fueMoad function, called later in the program,
will check the power ratings on the cruise diesels and if necessary, it will automatically
increase the number of cylinders to meet the endurance power requirement. The user
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used for cruise and boost operation. The program allows the ICR cruise type engine to
be used for boost operation, but does not allow the diesel cruise type engines to be used
for boost operation. Finally, if all the engine types are all gas turbine, the user is given
the option to select PDSS driven off of the gas turbine output shafts.
If the propulsion system is electric drive, the electric_drive function steps through
the input process. This function's logic only allows for two propulsion shafts. The user
selects either an epicylic gear or direct drive between the motor and propulsor . Only one
engine type is allowed for all operating regimes and the choices are LM-2500 or ICR.
The user selects the number of engines that will be used for cruise operation and the
number of engines that will be used for boost operation. The user is given the option to
select PDSS driven off of the gas turbine output shafts.
If the propulsion system includes diesel electric for cruise, the
mech_elec_hybrid_drive function steps through the uiput process. This function's logic
only allows for two propulsion shafts and assumes that one LM-2500 mechanically
drives each gear. The user has the option to also allow for one additional LM-2500
driving a generator that drives motors connected to each shaft's gear. The program
assumes that the cruise diesel is a 10 cylinder PC4.2V. PDSS is not allowed.
A multiple waterjet propulsion system is allowed. The program assumes the
\llison 571-KF will be the engine and that each engine is coupled to a waterjet. The
jser selects the number of engines used for cruise and boost. A PDSS option is
orovided.
With the proposed propulsion system stored in the plant_map array, the
specifications for the selected engine types are required. The function call
nain_engine_specs will return the specifications for the boost engine. The specifications
data for all the boost engine types are stored in a 14 by 5 two dimensional array called
boost_engine_options. Table 4 of chapter 3 shows the contents of each cell of that array.
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Each column of the array corresponds to one of the boost engine types. Each row
of the array contain the specifications for engine ratings, weight, volume, and acquisition
cost. The function uses the engine type code to select the column corresponding to the
selected boost engine type. The boost engine specifications are returned to the main
function in a 14 cell one dimensional array called boost_engine_specs.
The function call endurance_engine_specs will return the specifications for the
cruise engine. The cruise engine specifications are returned to the main function in a 14
cell one dimensional array called cruise_engine_specs. The specifications data for the
cruise engine types are stored in a 14 by 3 two dimensional array called
cruise_engine_options. Each column of the array corresponds to one of the cruise engine
types: ICR, 10 cylinder PC4.2V, or 10 cylinder PC2.6V. Each row of the array contains
the specifications for engine ratings, weight, volume, and acquisition cost. The function
uses the engine type code to select the column corresponding to the selected cruise
engine type. If no cruise engine type has been selected, then the boost engine must also
be used for cruise. In this case, the array called cruise_engine_specs is loaded with the
boost_engine_specs array data.
The maximum available engine power used to determine the maximum speed is
calculated by adding the boost engine rated power multiplied by the number of boost
engines used for boost plus the cruise engine rated power multiplied by the number of
cruise engines used for boost.
The next step in the engines program is to input the endurance EHP, the propulsor
and transmission power efficiencies, and the RPM requirements. For the integrated
propulsion systems program, this information will come from the resistance, propeller,
and transmission functions. This information is passed to the fueljoad function.
The function called fueMoad calculates the required fuel weight to meet the
endurance requirements for the ship. The details of the standards and requirements for
the calculation are provided in appendix D. The function has two major branches that
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>rovide separate logic for the Propulsion Derived Ship Service Generator (PDSS) not
nstalled option and the PDSS installed option.
The PDSS not installed branch assumes that the cruise power required is equally
plit between each on-line cruise engine. Additionally, the average 24 hour electric load
s assumed to be split equally between two generator sets. The average endurance BHP
s calculated for each engine. As described in appendix D, the average endurance BHP
ipplies a 10 percent margin to the power requirement. The function checks and ensures
hat the total installed cruise engine power will meet the average endurance BHP
equirements.
As mentioned earlier, if the cruise engine type is selected by the user has either a
>C4.2V diesel or a PC2.6V diesel, the program assumes that the 10 cylinder diesel size is
idequately sized to meet the power demand. If the 10 cylinder diesel is not large enough
o meet the average endurance power requirement per cruise engine, the function
mtomatically increases the diesel to the next larger size. This process is repeated until
lither the diesel engine becomes large enough or the available diesel engine sizes are
exhausted. This procedure should result in the optimum cruise diesel engine size. If a
arge enough diesel is found, then the cruise_engine_specs array is loaded with the new
:ruise engine specifications data. If the required power can not be met, an error
tatement is printed and the program is terminated.
With the required engine BHP and RPM for a specified engine type, the function
jailed engine_sfc is used to calculate and return the uncorrected SFC. The uncorrected
l)FC is the SFC reported by the manufacturers data at the specified engine BHP and
1PM. Appendix D outlines the corrections to the manufacturer's SFC value required for
"lavy standard endurance fuel weight calculations. Appendix A provides a detailed
explanation for the modelling of the individual engine's SFC performance. It should be
^oted that the individual engine SFC functions are written so has to only require the
Engine BHP, RPM, and the number of cylinders (in the case of the diesels). This makes
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the individual engine SFC functions very portable, which will facilitate the Life Cycle
Cost calculations.
Once the uncorrected engine SFC is returned to the fueMoad function, the logic
applied to determine the propulsion fuel weight is straight forward as outlined in
appendix D.
The electric fuel weight is also calculated as outlined in appendix D. The DDG
ship type will require bleed air from the Ship Service Gas Turbine Generator (SSGTG).
The LX ship type will not require any bleed air. The percentage of time that bleed air
will be extracted from the SSGTG is stored in the preprocessor #define variable called
ENDUR_PCT_BLD. This predefined variable is set at 0.5 or 50 percent of the
endurance time with bleed. The electric fuel weight for any percentage of bleed time can
easily calculated by changing this predefined variable in the source code. The average
electric SFC is equal to the bleed SFC multiplied by ENDUR_PCT_BLD plus the no-
Meed SFC multiplied by one minus ENDUR_PCT_BLD.
The PDSS installed branch assumes that the cruise power required is equally split
between each on-line cruise engine. However, the logic only allows the PDSS option if
ill the engine types are gas turbine. For most of the propulsion systems to be considered
n the integrated systems study, one LM-2500 or one ICR engine will meet the cruise
)ower requirement. In this case, the average 24 hour electric load is assumed to be split
equally between one SSGTG and one PDSS generator set. Additionally, the SSGTG will
Provide bleed air has determined by the ENDUR_PCT_BLD variable's value.
It may be possible that for some of the propulsion systems to be considered in the
ntegrated systems study, that more than one PDSS unit will be on-line during cruise. In
his case, the average 24 hour electric load is assumed to be split equally between one
>SGTG providing bleed air and the total number of on-line PDSS generator sets. The
JSGTG will provide bleed air has determined by the ENDUR_PCT_BLD variable's
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value. For the endurance time that does not require bleed air, the electric load will be
assumed to be only split between the on-line PDSS units.
The function checks and ensures that the total installed cruise engine power will
meet the average endurance BHP requirements plus the additional PDSS load
requirements. If the cruise engine selections will not meet this requirement, an error
statement is printed and the program is terminated. The rest of the calculation are the
same as for the no PDSS option.
The fuel_load functions adds the propulsion fuel weight and the electric fuel
weight and returns the endurance fuel weight load to the main function.
The last step is to output the results of the program. The program outputs the
significant data used in the fuel calculations and the fuel calculation results. Additionally,
the cruise engine's specifications and the boost engine's specifications are displayed.
Appendix F shows the specific format of the output for three variations: cruise with no
PDSS, cruise with one PDSS, and cruise with more than one PDSS.
Table 13 shows all the preprocessor #define statements used in the program.
INLET_LOSS 4.0 inches H2O
EXHAUST_LOSS 6.0 inches H2
HUMIDITY 1 16.2 grains




TAIL PIPE ALLOWANCE 1.02
Table 13 Listing of All Preprocessor #define Variables
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These predefined variable can easily be changed in the source code to change the
value of the information they represent. The source code shown in appendix E contains
the values shown in table 13. These values apply to the DDG. The source codes for the
LX will require that some of these predefined variables are changed. Additionally, if
diesel generating sets will be used for the LX, the LX source code will require their SFC
performance to be included in the fueMoad function. The present source code assumes





Five types of marine propulsion engines have been examined and compared. They
include an LM-2500 marine gas turbine, an Intercooled Recuperative (ICR) marine gas
turbine, a series of Colt-Pielstick PC4.2V medium speed diesels, a series of Colt-Pielstick
PC2.6V medium speed diesels, and an Allison 571-KF marine gas turbine module power
pak.
To facilitate an integrated propulsion systems study, an engine's computer model
has been written that calculates the engine weight, volume, fuel consumption, and
acquisition cost. Given user input for propulsor and transmission performance, the
engine code will also calculate the required endurance fuel load in accordance with Navy
standards.
The Engine's computer code allows the user to employ different engine types for
cruise and boost operating regimes. The model ensures that the engines are operated
within their horsepower and RPM ratings and splits the propulsion load evenly when
multiple engines are in use.
The engine's computer code will be integrated into a complete propulsion systems
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Specific Fuel Consumption Modelling
Overview
The Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), in units of lb/HP/hr, is modelled for each of
the five discussed propulsion engine types and for the electric plant generator set engines
using the standard conditions described in chapter 2. The manufacturers provided the
SFC data for the engines with the exceptions of the ICR engine and the Allison 501-K34.
The ICR engine SFC data is as specified in the Navy solicitation [7] for the ICR engine.
The Allison 501-K34 SFC data was taken from a paper by Halsey[22]. For the ICR
engine, the SFC data represents the maximum allowable SFC at the specified engine
Dperating points. For all of the other engines, the SFC data has a manufacturer declared
7- 3 percent tolerance to allow for variations in individual engine performance.
LM-2500 SFC Model
The LM-2500 SFC data, provided by the manufacturer [4], is specified for discrete
engine BHPs and RPMs. Figure 1 shows the specific SFC data points that were used to
Hap the engine's SFC performance. It should be noted that other pertinent engine
Derformance data is provided at these same operating points.
For the LM-2500, the engine exhaust parameters were also mapped at these data
joints to allow for the future consideration of bottoming cycles applied to the LM-2500
pngine exhaust. The exhaust parameters mapped include: exhaust duct discharge total
emperature (T8), exhaust duct discharge total pressure (P8), exhaust duct discharge flow
W8), and exhaust duct discharge specific heat (CP8).
The above mentioned LM-2500 engine performance parameters were incorporated
nto the engine portion of the integrated propulsion system computer code. The code's
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Figure 1 LM-2500 SFC Data Points
The lm2500_map function applies linear interpolation between the data points, as
prescribed by the manufacturer, to determine the engine performance parameters for a
given engine BHP and RPM. The function includes bounds checking to ensure that the
specified engine BHP and RPM are within the limits of the data points shown in figure 1.
The engine performance parameters, as determined by the manufacturer's data at
the specified data points, assume that there are no inlet losses and no exhaust losses and
that the relative humidity is at zero percent. The following correction factors determined
by equations (1) through (15) must be multiplied by the uncorrected engine parameter to
correct for inlet and exhaust losses (in inches of H2O) and for humidity (measured in
grains) values greater than zero percent.
inlet_sfc_factor = 0.00 1 1 25 * INLET_LOSS + 1 ( 1
)
exhaust_sfc_factor = 0.001295 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1 (2)
humidity_sfc_factor = 0.0000387 * HUMIDITY +1 (3)
inlet_T8_factor = 0.001875 * INLET_LOSS + 1 (4)
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exhaust_T8_factor = 0.00098 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1 (5)
humidity_T8_factor = -0.0000057 * HUMIDITY +1 (6)
inlet_W8_factor = -0.001375 * INLET_LOSS + 1 (7)
exhaust_W8_factor = 0.0003636 * EXHAUST_LOSS +1 (8)
humidity_W8_factor = -0.00005 * HUMIDITY +1 (9)
inlet_P8_factor = 0.0 * INLET_LOSS +1 (10)
exhaust_P8_factor = 0.00245 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1 (11)
humidity_P8_factor = 0.0 * HUMIDITY +1 (12)
inlet_CP8_factor = 0.0004 * INLET_LOSS +1 (13)
exhaust_CP8_factor = 0.002 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1 (14)
humidity_CP8_factor = 0.000125 * HUMIDITY +1 (15)
CB SFC Model
The ICR engine SFC data is specified in the iNavy solicitation [7] for the ICR
ngine. The maximum allowable SFC as a function of the percentage of engine BHP is
pecified for seven engine BHP values. Figure 2 shows the seven specified SFC data
»oints and the curve fit used to describe the ICR engine SFC as a function of the
ercentage of BHP. The computer software EASYPLOT was used to find the least
quares fit.
The ICR engine SFC performance function shown in figure 2 was incorporated
tito the engine portion of the integrated propulsion system computer code. The code's
unction call "engine_sfc(bhp, rpm, eng_type)" , with eng_type selected for ICR, will
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Figure 2 ICR Engine's SFC Performance versus BHP
Allison 571-KF SFC Model
The Allison 571-KF engine SFC data is provided by the manufacturer [18]. The
engine SFC as a function of BHP is specified for seven discrete BHP values. Figure 3
shows the seven specified SFC data points and the curve fit used to describe the ICR
engine SFC as a function of BHP. The computer software EASYPLOT was used to
find the least squares fit.
The 571-KF engine SFC performance function shown in figure 3 was incorporated
into the engine portion of the integrated propulsion system computer code. The code's
function call "engine_sfc(bhp, rpm, eng_type)" , with eng_type selected for 571-KF,
















Figure 3 Allison 571-KF Engine's SFC Performance versus BHP
PC4.2V SFC Model
The PC4.2V SFC data, provided by the manufacturer [19], is shown in figure 4. In
order to incorporate the graphical SFC data into the engine computer code, the engine
SFC values at the discrete engine BHP and RPM data points shown in figure 5 were
stored in an array. The engine code's function call "pc42_sfc_map(engine_bhp,
engine_rpm, number_cylinders)" performs linear interpolation between the data points
and returns the engine SFC parameter. The function includes bounds checking to ensure
that the specified engine BHP and RPM are within the limits of the data points shown in
figure 5. Additionally, the specified engine BHP and RPM are checked to ensure that
they are not outside the fuel rack limitations shown is figure 6. Note that the SFC is
determined on a per cylinder basis. Multiply by the number of cylinders to obtain the
engine BHP.
For the life cycle cost analysis, the engine SFC for low engine BHP values is
required. Figure 6 shows that the limiting BMEP per cylinder is 29 psi which equates to
44.27 BHP at 125 RPM. The SFC values, from figure 4, are not provided for this low
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power operating regime. To estimate the SFC values for low cylinder BHP operation,
the provided SFC data was extrapolated down to the low cylinder power operation as
shown in figure7.
PC2.6V SFC Model
The PC2.6V SFC data, provided by the manufacturer [21], is shown in figure 8. In
order to incorporate the graphical SFC data into the engine computer code, the engine
[SFC values at the discrete engine BHP and RPM data points shown in figure 9 were
stored in an array. The engine code's function call "pc26_sfc_map(engine_bhp,
engine_rpm, number_cylinders)" performs linear interpolation between the data points
and returns the engine SFC parameter. The function includes bounds checking to ensure
that the specified engine BHP and RPM are within the limits of the data points shown in
figure 9. Note that the SFC is determined on a per cylinder basis. Multiply by the
number of cylinders to obtain the engine BHP.
For the life cycle cost analysis, the engine SFC for low engine BHP values is
required. The limiting BMEP per cylinder is 29 psi which equates to 25.8 BHP at 200
RPM. The SFC values, from figure 8, are not provide for this low power operating
regime. To estimate the SFC values for low cylinder BHP operation, the provided SFC
data was extrapolated down to the low cylinder power operation as shown in figure 10.
Allison 501-K34 SFC Model
The Allison 501-K34 SFC data is as specified by Halsey [22]. The engine SFC as
a function of BHP, for both the no bleed air and the bleed air extraction conditions, is
specified for several discrete BHP values. The computer software EASYPLOT *M was
used to find the best least squares fit. A fifth order polynomial provided the best fit.
Figure 1 1 shows the discrete data points and the resulting curve fit. Equation (16) gives
the no bleed air extraction SFC and equation (17) gives the bleed air extraction SFC,
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both as a function of engine BHP. The engine computer code incorporated these
•quations for the SFC values of the 501-K34.
SFCno.bleed = 3.12*10"
19BHP5 + 1.332*10" 16BHP4 - 4.17*10' * ^HP3 +
3.06*10~7BHP2 -9.14*10~4BHP + 1.58 (16)
SFCbleed = 2.34*10~
19BHP5 -5.27*10' 15BHP4 + 1.24*10" 1 lBHP3 +
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Intake and Uptake Weight Calculation
Intake Weight Calculation
The intake weight estimating algorithm is based on the procedure used in ASSET
[24]. The intake is assumed to include the moisture separators, louvers, built-in plenums,
and acoustical insulation required to support both propulsion air and module cooling air.
The intake weight algorithm provides the weight per linear foot of ducting for gas
turbines and diesels.
The gas turbine intake weight algorithm is based on the intake component weights
from the FFG-7 and the DD-963. These component weights were used to develop the
total gas turbine intake weight per linear foot of ducting, Wg
t ^take - f° r a single gas
turbine engine at rated power, Pg
t ,
has:
wgt_intake = °0 13 *(pgtA2 + 7 - 5 * 10A8 )AO - 5 - lb/ft U)
The diesel intake weight algorithm is based on manufacturers data from Colt-
Pielstick and DeLaval. The total diesel intake weight per linear foot of ducting,
^dsl intake » f°r a single diesel engine at rated power, P^s i , is:
wdsl_intake = 2.0 * pdsl *05 . lb/ft (2)
The rated power for each engine was entered into the appropriate equation to
determine the linear weight of the intake.
Uptake Weight Calculation
Has before, the uptake weight estimating algorithm is also based on the procedure
used in ASSET [24]. The uptake weight algorithm provides the weight per linear foot of
ducting for gas turbines and diesels.
The gas turbine uptake weight algorithm is based on the uptake weights from the
FFG-7 and the DD-963. These weights were used to develop the total gas turbine
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iptake weight per linear foot of ducting, W,^ Uptake f°r a single gas turbine engine at
ated power, Pgf , has:
Wgt_Uptake = 0.021 * (Pgt*2 + 7.5 *1()a8)a0.5 , lb/ft (3)
The diesel uptake weight algorithm is based on the same manufacturers data from
Holt-Pielstick and DeLaval. The total diesel uptake weight per linear foot of ducting,
Vdsl uptake » f°r a sulgle diesel engine at rated power, P^j , is:
wdsl_uptake = 3.1 * pdsl A° 5 . lb/ft (4)
The rated power for each engine was entered into the appropriate equation to
letermine the linear weight of the uptake.
Dividing equation (3) by equation (1) shows that the gas turbine uptake is 1.62
imes heavier per linear foot than its associated gas turbine intake. Similarly, dividing
equation (4) by equation (2) shows that the diesel uptake is 1.55 times heavier per linear




Intake and Uptake Volume Calculation
Intake Cross Sectional Area Determination
The volume requirement for the intake ducting of a given engine will be assumed
to be equal to the average cross sectional area of the ducting times the length of the
intake ducting.
The required average cross sectional area for the intake ducting of a gas turbine
engine is assumed to be equal to: 1) the area defined by the air intake flange connection
on the gas turbine module enclosure plus, 2) the area from an additional one foot wide
rectangular ring based on the enclosure flange dimensions to allow for structure and
acoustical insulation on the ducting coming down through the ship plus, 3) five square








Figure 1 Gas Turbine Engine Air Intake Cross Sectional Area
The dimensions for the air intake flange connections of the LM-2500 and ICR gas
turbine module enclosures are equivalent and are 8.67 ft by 8.75 ft. The air intakes are
sized to allow for the necessary air flow and to allow for the engine removal up the
intake ducting. The dimensions for the Allison 571-KF air intake flange are 2.34 ft by
5.45 ft. All three gas turbines require a significant amount of cooling air flow through
the module enclosure allowed for by the five square feet of ducting.
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The required average cross sectional area for the intake ducting of a diesel engine
is assumed to be equal to: 1) the area defined by the air intake flange connection on the
diesel engine plus, 2) the area from an additional one foot wide annulus based around
the intake flange dimension to allow for structure and acoustical insulation or silencers
on the ducting coming down through the ship. Figure 2 shows a typical marine diesel air
intake system. The diameter of the pipe is specified by the manufacturer for each engine











Figure 2 Typical Marine Diesel Air Intake System [25]
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Uptake Cross Sectional Area Determination
The volume requirement for the uptake ducting of a given engine will be assumed
to be equal to the average cross sectional area of the ducting times the length of the
uptake ducting.
The required average cross sectional area for the uptake ducting of a gas turbine
engine is assumed to be equal to: 1 ) the area defined by the exhaust flange connection on
the gas turbine module enclosure plus, 2) the area from an additional 1.5 foot wide
rectangular ring based on the exhaust flange dimensions to allow for structure, acoustical
insulation, and thermal insulation on the ducting going up through the ship plus, 3) five
square feet to allow for the exhausting of the module enclosure cooling air.
The dimensions for the exhaust flange connections of the LM-2500 and ICR gas
turbine module enclosures are equivalent and are 8.67 ft by 10.5 ft. The dimensions for
the Allison 571-KF exhaust flange are 6.14 ft by 5.45 ft. All three gas turbines mix the
module cooling air exhaust with the engine exhaust and this extra flow is allowed for by
the addition of the five square feet to the exhaust ducting.
The required average cross sectional area for the uptake ducting of a diesel engine
is assumed to be equal to: 1) the area defined by the exhaust flange connection on the
diesel engine plus, 2) the area from an additional 1.5 foot wide annulus based around the
intake flange dimension to allow for structure, acoustical insulation or silencers, and
thermal insulation on the ducting going up through the ship. Figure 3 shows a typical
marine diesel exhaust system. The diameter of the pipe is specified by the manufacturer
:















The calculation to determine the required fuel weight to meet a given ship's
endurance range and speed constraints is based on a standardized Navy procedure
described in reference [16]. That standard procedure is discussed here. Key terms
defined in the reference and used in this discussion are underlined.
Calculation of Propulsion Fuel Load
The design endurance power is the Effective HorsePower (EHP) required to meet
the endurance speed constraint. A 10 percent margin is applied to the endurance EHP to
allow for adverse sea conditions and average bottom fouling over a 2-year period. The
average endurance power is the . ropulsion power requirement based on the 10 percent
margin applied to the endurance EHP.
The required engine Brake HorsePower (BHP) for endurance is determined by
applying the appropriate Propulsive Coefficient (PC) to the average endurance power. If
more than one engine is used for endurance, it is assumed that the load will be split
equally between the on-line engines. If Propulsion Derived Ship Service (PDSS) electric
power will be used, its additional power requirement must be added to the engine BHP.
The engine endurance RPM may also be required to determine the engine Specific Fuel
Consumption (SFC). Additionally, if customer bleed air from the engine will be used; its
impact on engine SFC must be included. Unless otherwise specified, prairie and masker
systems shall be considered in operation 50 percent of the time for ships so fitted.





14.7 psia Ambient Pressure
4.0 in of H2O Intake Loss
6.0 in of H2O Exhaust Loss
18,400 Btu/lbm Lower Heating Value
85°F Seawater Inlet Temperature
Table 1 Navy Standard Day Conditions
With the engine BHP, RPM, and the standard conditions; the engine SFC at
endurance can be determined. There are two margins that are applied to the SFC. The
specified fuel consumption is the SFC times a correction factor to allow a tolerance for
instrumentation inaccuracy and design changes during the construction period. The
correction factor is 1.04 if the average endurance power is one-third or less of the total
rated BHP of all propulsion engines, 1.03 if between one-third and two-thirds, and 1.02
if greater than two-thirds. The average endurance fuel consumption is the specified fuel
consumption increased by 5 percent to allow for plant deterioration over a two year
period.
The burnable propulsion endurance fuel is the sum of the individual engines'
average endurance fuel consumption multiplied by the engine BHP and the time at
endurance. If bleed air is extracted from the engine for only a percentage of the
endurance time, tend , the different SFC for the bleed and no-bleed operation must be
accounted for as shown in equation (1).
Fuel Wt = tend * BHP (SFCbleed * bleed %time + SFCno _bleed * no-bleed %time) ( 1
)
The propulsion endurance fuel load is the burnable propulsion endurance fuel
divided by the tailpipe allowance. The tailpipe allowance allows for the unavailable fuel
remaining in the tank below the suction tailpipes. If the majority of the tanks are broad
and shallow, the factor is 0.95; if narrow and deep, it is 0.98.
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Calculation of Ship Service Electrical Power Fuel Load
The non-PDSS ships service power generators will also impact the fuel load and
must be considered in the total fuel weight.
The average 24 hour electrical load must be determined for the ship. It is assumed
that the average 24 hour electrical load will be split equally among all the on-line
generators, PDSS and non-PDSS, at endurance. If PDSS electrical power will be used,
its power requirement is added to the propulsion engine BHP. The stand alone generator
set engines are the only engines used to determine the electrical power fuel load. Once
again, if customer bleed air from the generator set's engine will be used; its impact on
engine SFC must be included. Unless otherwise specified, prairie and masker systems
shall be considered in operation 50 percent of the time for ships so fitted.
With the generator set's engine BHP, RPM, and the standard conditions; the engine
SFC at endurance can be determined. Once again, there are two margins that are applied
to the SFC. The specified electrical fuel consumption is the SFC tunes a correction
factor to allow a tolerance for instrumentation inaccuracy and machinery changes. The
correction factor is 1 .04 if the average 24 hour electrical load is one-third or less of the
(total number of generators minus one) times the generator rating, 1.03 if between one-
third and two-thirds, and 1.02 if greater than two-thirds. The average electrical
endurance fuel consumption is the specified fuel consumption increased by 5 percent to
allow for plant deterioration over a two year period.
The burnable electrical endurance fuel is the sum of the individual engines' average
jndurance fuel consumption multiplied by the engine BHP and the time at endurance. If
?leed air is extracted from the engine for only a percentage of the endurance time, the
iifferent SFC for the bleed and no-bleed operation must be accounted for as shown in
equation (1). The electrical endurance fuel load is the burnable electrical endurance fuel
livided by the tailpipe allowance. Again, the tailpipe allowance allows for the
mavailable fuel remaining in the tank below the suction tailpipes.
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The endurance fuel load is the sum of the propulsion endurance fuel load and the
lectrical endurance fuel load . If any other equipment uses fuel, such as an installed




Detailed Listing of The Computer Code
The following pages contain the developed engine's computer code.
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* This is the stand alone engine's program used to determine the */
/* the engine performance and specs for a propulsion system. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define INLET_LOSS 4.0 /* in inches of water, max allowed 12 */
#define EXHAUST_LOSS 6.0 /* in inches of water, max allowed 20 */
#define HUMIDITY 1 16.2 /* in grains, max allowed 350 */
/* 1 16.2 grains is equal to 40% relative*/
#define RANGE 4429.0
#define ENDUR_SPD 20.0
#define ENDUR_PCT_BLD 0.50 /* percent of endurance time with bleed */
/* air supplying prairie + masker */
#define AVG_ELEC_LOAD 2525.0 /* Avg KW load for the DDG */
#define TPA 1.02 /* Tail Pipe Allowance */
int plant_map [7][2];
char buff[l 1]; /* general purpose string buffer */








double fuel_load (double, double, double, double, double,
double *cruise_engine_specs,double);




















/* -- Call the program interface function and provide the
/* -- option to quit the program or to reselect options. --
I*
program_continue_flag = user_interface();
while (program_continue_flag == 2)
I
/*
































program_continue_flag = user_interface( );
}









/* These statements are used to obtain the dummy arguments which are */
/* used to pass arguments to the fuel_load function. In the */
/* integrated program, these will be replaced by functions. */
gets(buff); /* this clears all preceding input so it won't interfere with the following input */
printf( "Enter the following in decimal format.Xn ");
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printfC'Enter the cruise EHP:");
gets(buff);
sscanf(buff."%lf", &ehp_cruise);
printfC'Enter the cruise QPC:");
gets(buff);
sscanf(buff,"%lf". &qpc_cruise);
printfC'Enter the cruise transmission efficiency:");
gets(buff);
sscanf(buff,"%lf", &xmission_eff_cruise);
printfC'Enter the cruise propulsor RPM:");
gets(buff);
sscanf(buff,"%lf. &rpm_prop_cruise);
printfi "Enter the gear ratio:W);
gets(buff);
sscanf(buff."%lf", &gear_ratio);







/* — Perform the Output */
/* */
printfC'The Total Fuel Weight = %6.1f LTONS.Vvn", weight_fuel);
printfC'The cruise type engine Specs:V)W);
printfC'Max Engine Power = 9c8.2f.\n ". cruise_engine_specs[0]);
printfC'Max Engine RPM = %8.2f.W, cruise_engine_specs[l]);
pnntfC'Min Engine RPM = %8.2f.\n", cruise_engine_specs[2]);
printfC'Number of Cyhnders = %8.2f.\n", cruise_engine_specs[3]);
printfC'Engine Type Code = %8.2f.\n", cruise_engine_specs[4]);
printfC'Engine Weight = %8.2f lb.V, cruise_engine_specs[5]);
pnntf("Linear Weight Intake = %8.2f lb.\n", cruise_engine_specs[6]);
printfC'Linear Weight Uptake = %8.2f lb.V, cruise_engine_specs[7]);
printfC'Engine Length, ft = %8.2f.V, cruise_engine_specs[8]);
printfC'Engine Width, ft = %8.2f.\n ", cruise_engine_specs[9]);
printfC'Engine Height, ft = %8.2f.\n", cruise_engine_specs[10]);
printfC'Cross Seaion Intake = %8.2f ftA2.\n". cruise_engine_specs[l 1]);
printfC'Cross Section Uptake = %8.2f ftA2.\n", cruise_engine_specs[12J);
printf( "Acquisition Cost = %8.2f $mil.1991.Vn", cruise_engine_specs[13]);
printfC'The boost type engine Specs:\nW);
printfC'Max Engine Power = %8.2f BHPV, boost_engine_specs[0]);
printfC'Max Engine RPM = %8.2f.W, boost_engine_specs[l]);
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printfC'Min Engine RPM = %8.2f.W, boost_engine_specs[2]);
printf("Number of Cylinders = %8.2f.\n", boost_engine_specs[3]);
printfC'Engine Type Code = %8.2f.\n", boost_engine_specs[4]);
printf("Engine Weight = %8.2f lb.\n", boost_engine_specs[5]);
printf( "Linear Weight Intake = %8.2f lb.V, boost_engine_specs[6]);
print f( "Linear Weight Uptake = %8.2f lb.Nn", boost_engine_specs[7]);
printfC'Engine Length, ft = %8.2f.\n", boost_engine_specs[8]);
printfC'Engine Width, ft = %8.2f.Nn", boost_engine_specs[9]);
printfC'Engine Height, ft = %8.2f.\n", boost_engine_specs[10]);
printf("Cross Section Intake = %8.2f ftA2.W, boost_engine_specs[ 1 1]);
printf( "Cross Section Uptake = %8.2f ftA2.\n". boost_engine_specs[12]);
pnntf( "Acquisition Cost = 7r8.2f Smil,1991.\n". boost_engine_specs[ 13]);
end:;
int user_interface(voidl
/* This is the user interface function used to define */
/* the propulsion system. */
int program_continue_flag = 1;
pnntf( "Select one of the four propulsion options.Nri');
pnntfC'l Mechanical Dnve.Xn");
pnntf("2 Electric Dnve.Nn");
pnntff "3 Mechanical with Electric Hybnd dnve.Xn" );
pnntf("4 Multiple Dispersed Waterjets.Nn");
scanf("%d". &plant_map[2][0]);
while (plant_map[2][0] < 1 II plant_map[2][0] > 4)
f




















/* Display the selections. */
/* */
printf(" -Nri^n ");
pnntfC^iViYour selections are summarized as follows :\nW);
printf("# Cruise Propulsors= %dW\ plant_map[0][0]);















































printf("Hybrid Trans Type = ElectricNn");
)
I* */
if (plant_map[2][0] == 1)
{

















printfC'XMission per shaft = NoneV);
)
if (plant_map[2][l] == 1)
(
printfC'XMission per shaft = Epicyclic^".);
I
if (plant_map[2][l] == 2)
(













print f(" Cruise Eng Type = noneV);
I
if (plant_map[3][0] = 1)
{





printfC'Cruise Eng Type = PC4.2\t");
)
if (plant_map[3][0] = 3)
I





pnntf( "Boost Eng Type = NoneW);
I
if (plant_ma h 3][1] == 1
)
I




printfi'Boost Eng Type = ICPAri);
)
if (plant_map[3][l] == 3)
(
printf("Boost Eng Type = PC4.2 w/16 Cyl.Vi"):
)
if (plant_map[?][l] == 4)
(
printf( "Boost Eng Type = LM-2500 Power PAK\n" );
}
if (plant_map[3][l] == 5)
I
printf( "Boost Eng Type = Allison 57 1 -KJAn" );
}
I* */
printfCTotal # boost eng\t^ Total # boost eng\n");
printfC used for cruise = %cN\t", plant_map[4][0]);
printfC used for boost = %d\n", plant_map[4][l]);
printf( "Total # cruise eng\tM Total # cruise engVi");
printfC used for cruise = %dM\t", plant_map[5][0]);








printfC'PDSS flag setting = YESW);
I
/* */




printfC Select an option:\n");
printf("l Run the program with your selected propulsion system.W);
printf("2 Reselect the propulsion system.Vi");
pnntf("3 Quit the program .\n\n");
scanf("%d", &program_continue_flag);
while ( program_continue_flag < 1 II program_continue_flag > 3)
{













while (plant_map [0][0] < 1 II plant_map [0][0] > 3)
I
printfC'ERROR' Enter 1, 2, or 3.\n\n");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[0][0]h




while (plant_map [0][1] < 2 II plant_map [0][1] > 3)
(
printfC'ERROR! Enter 2 or 3.NnNn");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[0][l]);







printf("7 Ducted Contra- rotatingNn");





while (plant_map[l][0] < 1 II plant_map[l][0] > 10)
f
printff'ERROR! Enter 1 through 9Vn");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[l][0]);
I* */
/* Specify the transmission type to support either the two propulsor */
/* or the three propulsor options. */
/• */
printf( "Select the desired mechanical transmission options.Vn");
if (plant_map[0][l] == 3)
pnntff'l Epicyclic on each shaft.V );
printf("2 LTDR on each shaft.V);
printf("3 LTDR with reversing mechanism on each shaft.V);
scanf("%d", &plant_map[2][l]j;
while (plant_map[2][l] < 1 II plant_map[2][l] > 3)
I




pnntf("l Epicyclic on each shaft.V);
printf("2 LTDR on each shaft.V);
pnntf("3 LTDR with reversing mechanism on each shaft.V);
printf("4 LTDR on each shaft with cross-connectV);
scanf("%d", &plant_map[2][l]);
while (plant_map[2][l] < 1 II plant_map[2][l] > 4)
{





/* Specify the engine type[s] and arrangements. /
/* - */
printfC'The following questions are used to determine the engineV);
printf("type[s] and alignments to operate the propulsion systemV);
printf("Note: if you choose the LM-2500 for boost, you will also beV);
printf("given the opportunity to select an alternativeV);
printf( "engine type for cruise.V);
printfC'If you choose one of the other boost engine typesV);
pnntff'it will be assumed that your selected boost engine V);
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pnntf("type will be used for both cruise and boost operation.Wn");
printf( "Select one of the boost engine types.^n");
pnntf("l LM- 2500 Gas TurbineV);
printf("2 ICR Gas TurbineNn");
pnntf("3 PC 4.2 Diesel, 16 cyl rated at 26060 HP.NnW);
scanf("%d", &plant_map[3][l]);
while (plant_map[3][l] < 1 II plant_map[3][l] > 3)
(




I* If the boost engine type is LM-2500. there will be */
/* a cruise engine type option. */
/* - */
printf( "Select one of the cruise engine types.Nn");
printffO NONE\n");
pnntf("l ICR Gas TurbineNn"):
pnntf("2 PC4.2DieseI\n");
pnntf("3 PC 2.6 Diesel\n\n"):
scanf("%d", &plant_map[3][0]);
while (plant_map[3][0] < II plant_map[3][0] > 3)
I





/* No cruise engine type was selected. The LM-2500 engine */
/* must provide for both the boost and the cruise operation. */
/* */
printf( "Select the total number of LM-2500 enginesNn");





while (plant_map[4][l] < 2 II plant_map[4][l] > 4)
{











while (plant_map[4][0] < 1 II plant_map[4][0] > 4)
(
printfi "ERROR' Enter 1. 2. 3. or4.\n\n"):
scanf("%d", &plant_map[4][0]);
/* */
/* If the cruise engine type is ICR. allow it to */




printf( "Select the total number of LM-2500 boost engines\n");





while (plant_map[4][l] < 2 II plant_map[4][l] > 4)
I
pnntf( "ERROR! Enter 2, 3, or 4.\n\n");
scanf("%d". &plant_map[4][l]);
printfC'You have selected an ICR cruise engine type thatNn");
printf("may also be used for boost operation.Nn");
printf( "Select the total number of ICR engines used\n");







while (plant_map[5][l] < II plant_map[5][l] > 4)
I




}printf("Select the total number of ICR engines onlineVi");






while (plant_map[5][0] < 1 II plant_map[5][0] > 4)
I
printfi "ERROR 1 Enter 1. 2. 3, or 4>n\n");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[5][0]);
if(plant_map[3][0] == 2 II plant_map[3][0] == 3)
{
/* */
/* If the cruise engine type is diesel, do not allow it * /
/* to be used for boost i.e. CODAG. Do not allow */
/* CODAG on a shaft. Additionally, do not allow CODAG */
/* even when the diesel will be on its own shaft. */
/* The diesel only shaft will be trailed at boost. */
/* -- */
pnntf( "Select the total number of LM-2500 boost enginesNn");





while (plant_map[4][l] < 2 II plant_map[4][l] > 4)
{
printff'ERROR! Enter 2, 3, or 4.\nV);
scanf("%d", &plant_map[4][l]);
printfC Select the total number of Diesel cruise enginesNn");






while (plant_map[5][0] < 1 II plant_map[5][0] > 4)
{






/* If the boost engine type is ICR or diesel. there will be */
* no cruise engine type. The boost engine type must provide */
/* for both the boost and the cruise operation. *,'
/* */
plant_map[?][0] = 0;
pnntfi "Select the total number of boost engines used\n l:





while (plant_map[4][l] < 2 II plant_map[4][l] > 4)
(
pnntfi "ERROR' Enter 2. 3. or 4.\n\n ");
scanfi "%d'\ &plant_map[4][ 1 ] );
pnntfi "Select the total number of boost engines usedVi" );
pnntft'dunng cruise operation.Nn'sn");





while (plant_map[4][0] < 1 II plant_map[4][0] > 4)
(




while ( plant_map[0][l] > (plant_map[4][l] + plant_map[5][l]))
{
printf( "Ensure that the sum of the number of boost engines amfu");
pnntf("the number of cruise engines used for boost is equalNn");
pnntff'to or greater than the total number of propulsorsV);
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printfi 'that are used for maximum boost.V);
printf("Re-select the total number of boost engines onJineVi");






while iplant_map[4][l] < 1 II plant_map[4][l] > 4)
(
printfC'ERROR! Enter 1, 2. 3. or 4\n\n ");
scanf("%d". &plant_map[4][l]).
if (plant_map[3][l] == 1 && plant_map[3][0] == 1
1
!
pnntfi "Re-select the total number of ICR engines usedNn" y.
pnntfi "during maximum boost operation.Nn");
pnntf("0 None^"):




scanfi "Td". &plant_map[5][ 1 ] i:
while iplant_map[5][l] < II plant_map[5][l ] > 4>
(
printfi "ERROR 1 Enter 0. 1. 2. 3. or 4.\n\n" >:
scanfi'^cd". &plant_map[5][l]»:
/* */
/* PDSS option only considered if all engine type[s] are only */
/* gas turbine. */
I" */
if (plant_map[3][l] = 1 II plant_map[3][l] == 2)
(
if(plant_map[3][0] = II plant_map[3][0] == 1)
(





while (plant_map[6][0] < II plant_map[6][0] > 1)
{







/* Incorporate logic so that the minimum number of */
/* PDSS units allowed is equal to the number of */
/* engines online during cruise. */
<* */
n_engine_cruising = plant_map[4][0] + plant_map [5][0];
ifin_engine_cruising == li
1
pnntf "Select the total number of pdss units desired.\n"K
pnntt! " I One pdss unit.'n i;
pnntf("2 Two pdss urutsxn '):
pnntff? Three pdss uruts.\n"(;
pnntf) "4 Four pdss units.V ):
scanfi "^cd". &plant_map[6][ 1 ] l;
while iplant_map[6][l ] > plant_map[4][l] + plant_map[5][0])
I
pnntti ERROR' Ensure (he total number of PDSS units is lessen"):





while iplant_map[6][l] < 1 II plant_map[6][l] > 4)
I




printft" Select the total number of pdss units desired.V);
pnntf("2 Two pdss units.^n");
pnntf("3 Three pdss units.Nn");
printf("4 Four pdss units.^n");
scanfC'^cd", &plant_map[6][l]);
while (plant_map[6][l] > plant_map[4][l] + plant_map[5][0])
(
printf("ERROR! Ensure the total number of PDSS units is lessW);
pnntf("than the total number of gas turbines. Re-enter.\n\n");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[6][l]);
while (plant_map[6][l] < 2 II plant_map[6][l] > 4)
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printf( "Select the total number of pdss units desired.W);
pnntf("3 Three pdss uruts.Nn");
pnntf("4 Four pdss unitsAn");
scanf("%d", &plant_map(6][ 1 ] i;
while (plant_map[6][l] > plant_map[4][l] + plant_map[5][0])
I
pnntff'ERROR! Ensure the total number of PDSS umts is lessVT
pnntfi "than the total number of gas turbines Re-enter.\n\n" y.
scanfi
" acd" . &plant_map[6][ 1 ]);
while (plant_map[6][l] < ? II plant_map[6][ 1 ] > 4)
I





/* Set the number of propulsors used for cruise = 2. */
plant_map[0][0] = 2;
/* Set the number of propulsors used for boost = 2. */
plant_map[0][l] = 2;













while (plant_map[l][0] < 1 II plant_map[l][0] > 10)
I
printf( "ERROR' Enter 1 through 9.ViV);
scanf("%d", &plant_map[l][0]);
(* */
/* Specify the transmission type between the motor and propulsor */
I* - */





while iplant_map[2][l] < II plant_map[2][l] > 1
1
I
pnntff'ERROR! Enter or l.ViVi"):
scanf("<£d". &plant_map[2][l]i:
Specify the engine typefs] and arrangements */
pnntf 1 Select one of the propulsion engine types.VT'K
printff'l LM-2500 Gas Turbine\n");
printf("2 ICR Gas Turbine\n");
pnntf( "4 LM-2500 Power-PAK. includes generator\n\n"):
scanff'^d". &plant_map[3][l]):
while (plant_map[3][l] ! 1 && plant_map[3][l] != 2)
\
if (plant_map[3][l] != 4)





printf( "Select the total number of engines onlineV);








while (plant_map[4][l] < 1 II plant_map[4][l] > 4)
(
pnntfC'ERROR! Enter 1, 2, 3, or4.\n\n");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[4][l]);
printf( "Select the total number of engines online\n");






while (plant_map[4][0] < 1 II plant_map[4][0] > 4)
I
printf( "ERROR' Enter 1. 2. 3. or4.\nW):
scanf("%d". &plant_map[4][0]i:
/* PDSS option only considered if all engine type[s] are only */
/* gas turbine. For electric drive this is always true. */
-
- */
pnntff "Will PDSS be driven off any of the gas turbine^" i:




while (plant_map[6][0] < II plant_map[6][0] > 1 )
(
pnntfC'ERROR! Enter or l.NnV);
scanf("%d". &plant_map[6][0]);
if (plant_map[6][0] == 1)
{
/* */
/* Incorporate logic so that the minimum number of */
/* PDSS units allowed is equal to the number of */
/* engines online during cruise. */
/* */
n_engine_cruising = plant_map[4][0] + plant_map [5][0];
if(n_engine_cruising = 1)
I
printfC'Select the total number of pdss units desired.Nn");
pnntfC'l One pdss unit.V);
pnntf("2 Two pdss units.V);
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pnntf("3 Three pdss units^n");
printf("4 Four pdss units.V);
scanf("%d", &plant_map[6][l]);
while (plant_map[6][l] > plant_map[4][l] + plant_map[5][0])
(
printf( "ERROR! Ensure the total number of PDSS units is lessW);
printfC'than the total number of gas turbines. Re-enter.^n\n");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[6][l]);
while iplant_map[6][l] < 1 II plant_map[6][ 1 ] > 4)
I




pnntfi "Select the total number of pdss units desired.\n" );
pnntf("2 Two pdss units .\n"K
pnntft"? Three pdss units.\ni:
pnntf("4 Four pdss units \n"»;
scanf(' ,C7rd". &plant_map[6][l]i;
while (plant_map[6][l] > plant_map[4][ 1 ] + plant_map(5][0])
(
pnntft ERROR' Ensure the total number of PDSS units is lessNn'
pnntfl "than the total number of gas turbines. Re-enter \n\n" );
scantVT-d". &plant_map[6][l ]i;
while (plant_map[6][l] < 2 II plant_map[6][l] > 4)
I




pnntf("Select the total number of pdss units desired.Nn");
pnntf("3 Three pdss units.V);
pnntf("4 Four pdss units.Nn");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[6][l]);
while (plant_map[6][l] > plant_map[4][l] + plant_map[5][0])
{
printfC'ERROR! Ensure the total number of PDSS units is lessen");




while (plant_map[6][l] < 3 II plant_map[6][l] > 4)
(






/* Set the number of propulsors used for cruise = 2. */
plant_map[0][0] = 2;
* Set the number of propulsors used for boost = 2. */
plant_map[0][l] = 2;





printf("5 Ducted FPP\n" i:
printf("6 Ducted CRP\n"i:
pnntf("~ Ducted Contra-rotanngV):
pnntf("8 Ducted Preswirl Stator\n"k
pnntf("9 WaterjetNnNn");
scanf(' ,rcd". &plant_map[l][0]);
while (plant_map[l][0] < 1 II plant_map[l][0] > 10)
(
pnntfl'ERROR! Enter 1 through 9.\n\n");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[l][0]);
I* */
/* Specify the type of transmission for the mechanical drive. */
I* */
/* Set the mechanical transmission type = LTDR. */
plant_map[2][l] = 2;
/* */
/* Specify the type of transmission for the electric hybrid drive. */






/* Specify the engine type[s] and arrangements. */
/* - -- */
pnntff'The boost engine type is LM-2500 The programVi");
pnntf( "already assumes one LM-2500 lr its directly intoV);
printf("each mechanical drive LTDR gear. You must decide\n");
pnntfC'if a boost engine will also be on the electric hybrid drive.Nn"):
pnntfl "Select one of the boost engine types for the An »:
pnntf( "electric hybnd driveAn" );
pnntf("0 None^'i:
printfC 1 LM-2500 Gas Turbine\n\n" );
scanf("%d". &plant_map[3][l]>;
while (plant _map(3][l] != && plant_map[3][l] '= I i
I
printfi "ERROR! Enter 0, or l.\riSn">;
scanfC^d". &plant_map[3][l]):
I







/* Set the cruise engine type to be PC4.2. */






printfC "Select the number of wateriets used for cruiseAn");
printf("2 Two waterjetsAn");
printf("4 Four waterjets An");
pnntf("6 Six waterjetsAn");
scanf("%d", &plant_map[0][0]);















while iplant_map[0][l] '= 6 && plant_map[0][l] != 8)
I






plant_map[4][l ] = plant_map[0][ I];
* V
/* PDSS option */
* */






while (plant_map[6][0] < II plant_map[6][0] > 1)
1




/* Incorporate logic so that the minimum number of */
/* PDSS units allowed is equal to the number of */




n_engine_cniising = plant_map[4][0] + plant_map [5][0];
printf("Select the total number of pdss units desiredV);
pnntfC'l One pdss unit.Nn");
pnntf("2 Two pdss units.Nn");
pnntf("3 Three pdss units.Nn");
pnntf("4 Four pdss units.^o");
printf("6 Six pdss units \n");
pnntf("8 Eight pdss units.Nn");
scanf("%d". &plant_map[6][l]);
while iplant_map[6][l] > plant_map[4][l] + plant_map[5][0])
I
printf( "ERROR! Ensure the total number of PDSS units is lessV);
pnntf( "than the total number of gas turbines.\n\n" ):
scanfl"?cd". &plant_map[6][ 1] ):
while (plant_map[6][l] < n_engine_cruising)
I
pnntf( "ERROR' Ensure the total number of PDSS units isW):
pnntf(">= the total number of gas turbines used at cruise.\n\n"K
scanf("%d". &plant_map[6][l]l;
while (plant_map[6][l] < 1 II plant_map(6][l] > -I)
I
if(plant_map[6][l] '= 6 && plant_m ap[6][ 1] '=8)
(















(26250.0, 26400.0, 26060.0, 26250.0, 6000.0},
( 3600.0, 3600.0, 400.0, 3600.0. 1800.0}.
{ 1200.0. 1200.0. 125.0. 1200.0. 900.0}.
(0.0.0.0, 16.0,0.0,0.0},
{1.0,2.0.3.0. 1.0,5.0),
(59000.0. 120000.0. 639340.0. 59000.0, 15000.0},
(493.2, 494.5, 322.9, 493.2, 364.5 },
(799.0. 801.1. 500.5. 799.0. 590.5},
(26.5,26.5.42.7.26.5. 15.8}.
(8.7.8.7. 17.0, 8.7,5.7).
| 10.4. 22. 2. 26.2. 10.4.7.7}.
(119.7, 119.". 12.6. 119.7.37.3}.
(162.5. 162.5. 19.6. 162.5.82.3).
(4.5.6.5.7.8.4.5, 3.5).
int i. j;














































t'orlj = 0: j < 14: j++)
I





























double avg_24hr_elec_load = AVG_ELEC_LOAD.


















ave endur fuel rate bid;
int 1;
I* */
/* Perform the no PDSS loop. */
/* */
if( plant_map[6][0] = 0)
f
/* The program will assume that the total power required */
/* for cruise is split equally amongst all cruise engines. */
n_onhne_eng = (plant_map[4][0] + plant_map[5][0]);
avg_endur_bhp_per_engme = 1.10 * ehp_cruise /





I* Check that the designated cruise engine will meet the cruise */
/* power requirements. If the cmise engine type is a diesel, */
/* allow for the increase in power rating as defined in the loop. */
/* */
if(cruise_engine_specs[0] < avg_endur_bhp_per_engine )
I
if(plant_map[3][0] != 2 && plant_map[3][0] != 3)
I
printff'ERROR! The number of engines you selectedW):
pnntf( "for cruise does not meet the power requirement \n");
pnntfl The total engine BHP requirement for cruiseXn ");
pnnttV'is = rc~ If BHP .\n", (avg_endur_bhp_per_engine *
(plant_map[4][0]+plant_map[5][0]))K















cruise_engine_specs[l 1] = 12.6;
























printff'ERROR! The number of diesel enginefs] you selectedV);
printf( "for cruise do not meet the power requirement.Nn");
printff'The total engine BHP requirement for cruise\n");
pnntf( 'is = %7.1f BHP.Nn", (avg_endur_bhp_per_engine *
(plant_map[4][0]+plant_map[5][0])));
printff'The largest available PC4.2 cruise dieselVi");
pnntff'has 14 cylinders and is rated at 22800 BHP. Vi "):







cruise_engine_specs[0] = cruise_engine_specs[0] * 12.0/10.0;












































cruise_engine_^pecs[l 1 ] = 10. 1;
cruise_engine_specs[12] = 13.1;
cruise_engine_specs[13] = 3. 87;
else
pnntff "ERROR! The number of djesel engine[s] you selected\n"
)
pnntf("for cruise do not meet the power requirements' >;
pnntt'< ''The total engine BHP requirement for cruise\n ");
pnntff is = c> 7 . 1 f BHP.Nn ". favg_endur_bhp_per_engine *
iplant_map[4][0]+plant_map[5][0])H:
pnntff, The largest available PC2.6 cruise dieselNn " i:
pnntf( "has 16 cylinders and is rated at 1 1792 BHP \n"):















f_ratio = avg_endur_bhp_per_engine * (plant_map[4][0] + plant_map[5][0])/














specified_fuel_rate = f_factor * uncorrected_sfc_per_engine;
avg_endur_fuel_rate = 1.05 * specified_fuel_rate;
*/
/* The factor TPA in the propulsion_endur_fuel_weight */
/* formula accounts for tail pipe allowance. */
/* */
propulsion_endur_fuel_v. eight =




/* Calculate the electric fuel wt. For the DDG. the */
/* avg_24hi_elec_load = 2525.0. With two SSGTG's */
/* rated at 2500 KW, assume both will be online */
/* to provide bleed air and equally split elec load */
I* Note: .7457 KW = 1HP. */
/* */
k34_bhp_per_eng = avg_24hr_elec_load/2. 0/0.7457;
no_bleed_sfc = 3.12*powl0(-19) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,5) +
1.332*powl0(-16) * pow(k34_bbp_per_eng,4) -
4.17*powlCK-ll) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,3) +
3.06*powl0(-7) * pnwCk34_bhp_per_eng,2) -
9.14*powl(K-4) * k34_bhp_per_eng + 1.58;
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bleed_sfc = 2.34*powlO(-19) * powfk34_bhp_per_eng.5
)
5.27*powl0(-15) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,4) +
1.24*powl0(-ll) * pow(lc34_bhp_per_eng,3) +
1.35*powl0(-7) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng.2) -
7.43*powl0(-4) * k34_bhp_per_eng + 1.67;
avg_sfc = (no_bleed_sfc * (1.0 - ENDUR_PCT_BLD) +
bleed_sfc * ENDUR_PCT_BLD);
* */
* The factor TPA in the elec_endur_fuel_weight "I
/* formula accounts for tail pipe allowance. */
/* 1.05 = plant detenoration factor. */
/* 1 .03 = precalculated f_factor */
* */
elec_endur_hjel_weight =
RANGE/ENDl : R_SPD * TPA * ( k34_bhp_per_eng * 2.0) *
(1.05 * 1.03 * ave sfc 1/2240.0:








avg_endur_bhp_per_eng = %%.2t BHPNn". avg_endur_bhp_per_engine l;
uncorrect_sfc_per_eng = %6 5f LB/HP/HR n ".
uncorrected_sfc_per_engine >;
propulsion f_factor = °^5.4f\n". f_factor>;
Tail Pipe Allowance = %6.1N\". TPA):
pet of endurance time w /bleed = %6.3N\". ENDUR_PCT_BLD);
avg_endur_fuel_rate = "r6.5f LB/HP/HR\n". avg_endur_fuel_ratei;
K34_BHP_per_eng = ^8.2^". k34_bhp_per_eng);
pnntfi "The elec avg_sfc = %7.5f LB/HP/HR.\n\n ". avg_sfc);
pnntfi "The electnc fuel wt = %7.1f LTONS.Nn",
elec_endur_fuel_weight );
pnntfi "The propulsion fuel wt = %7.1fLTONS.V,
propulsion_endur_fuel_weight);
weight_fuel = propulsion_endur_fuel_weight + elec_endur_fuel_weight;
)
/* note this brace is for the end of the no PDSS loop */
/* */
I* */






/* The program will assume that the total power required */
/* for cruise is split equally amongst all cruise engines. */
n_online_eng = plant_map[4][0] + plant_map[5][0];
/* */
I* V
/* Perform this if loop for PDSS if there's only one cruise */






/* Assume that the electric load is split equally */
,'* between one PDSS and one SSGTG. The SSGTG will */
/* supply bleed air has determined by ENDUR_PCT_BLD. */
/* -- */
hp_per_pdss = avg_24hr_elec_load/
(2.0 * 0.7457 *pdss_eff>;
k34_bnp_per_eng = hp_per_pdss:
avg_endur_bhp_per_engine = 1. 10 * ehp_cruise /
(qpc_cruise * xmission_eff_cruise i +
hp_per_pdss:
/* */
/* Check that the designated cruise engine will meet the cruise */




pnntff'ERROR! The number of engines you selected^");
printf("for cruise does not meet the power requirement.Nn");
printff'The total cruise power + PDSS load requirement^n");
printfCis = %7.1f BHP.^n", avg_endur_bhp_per_engine);
pnntf("Re-run the program with more cruise engine power>nW);
retum(-l.O);













f_ratio = avg_endur_bhp_per_engine * n_online_eng/












f_ factor = 1.02:
I
specified_fuel_rate = f_factor * uncorrected_sfc_per_engine:
avg_endur_fuel_rate = 1.05 * specified_fuel_rate;
/* - */
/* The factor TPA in the propulsion_endur_fuel_weight */
/* formula accounts for tail pipe allowance. */
I* */
propulsion_endur_fuel_weight =
RANGE/ENDUR_SPD * TPA * avg_endur_fuel_rate *
avg_endur_bhp_per_engine * (plant_map[4][0] + plant_map[5][0])/
2240.0;
/* */
/* Calculate the electric fuel wt. For the DDG, the */
/* avg_24hr_elec_load = 2525. 0. With two SSGTG's */
/* rated at 2500 KW, assume two will be online equally */
/* sharing the load. Note: .7457 KW = 1HP. */
/• */
no_bleed_sfc = 3.12*powl0<-19) * powrk34_bhp_per_eng^) +
1.332*powl0(-16) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,4) -
4.17*powl0(-ll) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,3) +
3.06*powl0(-7) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,2) -
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9.14*powl0(-4) * k34_bhp_per_eng + 1.58;
bleed_sfc = 2.34*powl0(-19) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,5)
5.27*powl0(-15) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,4) +
1.24*powl0(-ll) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng,3) +
1.35*powlO(-7) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng.2) -
7.43*powl0(-4) * k34_bhp_per_eng + 1.67;
avg_sfc = (no_bleed_sfc * (1.0 - ENDUR_PCT_BLD) +
bleed_sfc * ENDUR_PCT_BLD);
/*
/* The factor TPA in the elec_endur_fuel_weight
/* formula accounts for tail pipe allowance. */
/* 1.05 = plant deterioration factor.
/* 1.03 = precalculated f_factor. */
elec_endur_fuel_weight =
RANGE/ENDUR_SPD * TPA * (k34_bhp_per_eng * 2.0) *
(1.05 * 1.03 * avg_sfc)/2240.0;
pnntf('\nViNumber of engines used for cruise = rr3.1f\n". n_online_eng);
pnntf("HP per PDSS = %8.2f BHPNn". hp_per_pdss i;
pnntf("K34_BHP_per_eng = %8.2f BHPV'. k34_bhp_per_eng);
pnntf("avg_endur_bhp_per_eng = ^8.2f BHPn". avg_endur_bhp_per_engine);
pnntfi uncorrect_sfc_per_eng = ^6 5f LB/HP/HR\n".
uncorrected_sfc_per_engine i;
print ft propulsion f_factor = ^5.4fSn". f_factori;
pnntfi "Tail Pipe Allowance = 9£-6.3f\n", TPA):
pnntfi "pet of endurance time w/bleed = %6.3f\n". ENDUR_PCT_BLD>:
print f( "avg_endur_fuel_rate = %6.5f LB/HP/HR\n". avg_endur_fuel_ratei;
pnntff'The elec avg_sfc = %7.5f LB/HP/HR.\n\n", avg_sfc);
pnntff'The electnc fuel wt = %l.lf LTONS.W.
elec_endur_fuel_weight );
printf("The propulsion fuel wt = %7.1f LTONS.\n\n",
propulsion_endur_fuel_weight);
weight_fuel = propulsion_endur_fuel_weight + elec_endur_fuel_weight;
) /* note this brace is for the end of n_onhne_eng=l loop */
/* */
/* */
/* Perform this if loop for PDSS if there s more than one cruise */








/* Assume that the electric load is split equally */
/* between the online PDSS units and the one SSGTG, */
/* when that SSGTG is supplying bleed air has */
/* determined by ENDUR_PCT_BLD. When the SSGTG is not*/
/* required to supply bleed air has determined by */
/* (1.0 - ENDUR_PCT_BLD). assume the SSGTG is offline.*/
/* Hence the electric load is split between the */
/* online PDSS units onlv. */
hp_per_pdss_no_bld = avg_24hr_elec_load/
(n_online_eng * 0.7457 * pdss_eff):
hp_per_pdss_bld = a\ g_24hi_elec_load/
iin_online_eng + l.Oi * 0.7457 * pdss_eff);
k34_bhp_per_eng = hp_per_pdss_bld;
avg_endur_bhp_per_engine_no_b'd = 1.10 * ehp_cruise /
(n_online_eng * qpc_cruise * xjnission_eff_cruise) +
hp_per_pdss_no_bld;
avg_endur_bhp_per_enguie_Hij = 1.10 * ehp_cruise /
<n_online_eng * qpc_cruise * \mission_eff_cruisei +
hp_per_pdss_bld:
/'* Check that the designated cruise engine will meet the cruise */




printf( "ERROR! The number of engines you selectedW);
pnntff'for cruise does not meet the power requirement.Nn");
pnntfC'The total cruise power + PDSS load requirement^");
printfC'is = %7.1f BHP.V. avg_endur_bhp_per_engine);
printf(" Re-run the program with more cruise engine power.NnW);
retum(-l.O);
I* */



















f_ratio = avg_endur_bhp_per_engine_no_bld * n_onJine_eng/
(ma±n_engine_ma.\_pwr * plant_map[4][l] +
cruise_engine_specs(0] * plant_map[5][l]);








if (f_ratio >= (2.0/3.0))
I
f factor = 1.02:
specified_fuel_rate_no_bld = f_factor *
uncorrected_sfc_per_engine_no_bld;
specified_fuel_rate_bld = f_factor *
uncorrected_sfc_per_engine_bld;
avg_endur_fuel_rate_no_bld = 1.05 * specified_fuel_rate_no_bld;
avg_endur_fuel_rate_bld = 1.05 * specified_fuel_rate_bld;
/* */
/* The factor TPA in the propulsion_erjdur_fuel_weight */
/* formula accounts for tail pipe allowance. */
/* •/
propulsion_endur_fuel_weight =
RANGE/ENDUR_SPD/2240.0 * TPA * n_online_eng *
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((ENDUR_PCT_BLD * avg_endur_fuel_rate_bld *
avg_endur_bhp_per_CDgine_bld) +
( (1.0 - ENDUR_PCT_BLD) * avg_endur_fuel_rate_no_bld *
avg_endur_bhp_per_engine_no_bld));
f* */
/* Calculate the electric fuel wt. For the DDG, the */
/* avg_24hr_elec_load = 2525.0. With one SSGTG */
/* rated at 2500 KW. assume it will be online only */
/* to provide bleed air. When it is online it will */
/* also share the elec load. Note: 7457 KW = 1HP. */
/* V
bleed_sfc = 2.34*powl0(-l9) * pow(k34_bhp_per_eng.5) -
5.27*powl0(-15) * powik3-i_bhp_per_eng.4) +
1.24*powl0(-ll) * pou(k34_bhp_per_eng.3i +
1.35*powl0(-7) * powik34_bhp_per_eng.2) -
7.43*pou 10(-4) * k34_bhp_per_eng + 1.67;
/* */
* The factor TPA in the elec_endur_fuel_weight */
I* formula accounts for tail pipe allowance */
*
1 (>5 = plant deterioration factor */
/* 1.03 = precalculated f_factor. */
*/
elec_endur_fuel_weight =
RANGE/ENDUR_SPD *ENDUR_PCT_BLD/2 240.0 * TPA * k34_bhp_per_eng *
(1.05 * 1.03 * bleed sfc);
pnntf("\n\nNumber of engines used for cruise = %3.1f\n", n_online_eng);
pnntfC'HP per PDSS w/no-bleed = %8.2f BHPSn", hp_per_pdss_no_bld);
pnntff'HP per PDSS w/bleed = %8.2f BHPVT, hp_per_pdss_bld);
pnntf("K34_BHP_per_eng w/bleed = %8.2f BHPSn". k34_bhp_per_eng);
pnntf("avg_endur_bhp_per_eng_no_bld = %8.2f BHPsn",
avg_endur_bhp_per_engine_no_bld);
pnntf("avg_endur_bhp_per_eng_bld = %8.2f BHF*i",
avg_endur_bhp_per_engine_bld);
pnntf("uncorrect_sfc_per_eng_no_bld = %6.5f LB/HP/HR\n",
uncorrected_sfc_per_engine_no_bld);
pnntf("uncorrect_sfc_per_eng_bld = %6.5f LB/HP/HRV,
uncorrected_sfc_per_engine_bld);
printf( "propulsion f_factor= %5.4f\n", f_factor);
pnntfCTail Pipe Allowance = %6.3f\n", TPA);
pnntfC'pct of endurance time w/bleed = %6.3fNn", ENDUR_PCT_BLD);
pnntf("avg_endur_fuel_rate_no_bld = %6.5f LB/HP/HR\n",
avg_endur_fuel_rate_no_bld );




pnntf("K34 w/blecd SFC = %7.5f LB/HP/HR.\n\n", bleed_sfc);
printfCThe electric fuel wt = %7.1f LTONS.V,
elec_endur_fuel_weight);
printfCThe propulsion fuel wt = %7.1f LTONS.NnV,
propulsion_endur_fuel_weight ):
weight_fuel = propulsion_endur_fuel_weight + elec_endur_fuel_weight;
)
/* note thus brace is for the end of n_online_eng>l loop */
)
/* note this brace is for the end of the PDSS loop */
return i weight fuel);
* */
P */














sfc = 0.2353 * pow(pct_bhp,-0.3485) +






















/* This function provides the LM2500 engine parameters of: */
/* SFC = specific fuel consumption in Lb/Up-Hr */
* T8 = exhaust duct discharge total temp in deg R */
* W8 = exhaust duct discharge flow in Lb/sec */
* PS = exhaust duct discharge total pressure in PSIA */
* CP8 =exhaust duct discharge specific heat in BTU/Lb-Deg. R */
/* It performs linear interpolation on a given engine BHP and NPT */
/* using the tabular engine performance map for 100 Deg. F. It */
/* also accounts for three losses defined in the define statements */
unsigned int lower_r r w, /*bottom bhp bound for interpolation*/
higher_row. /*upper bhp bound for interpolation*/
left_column. /*left rpm bound for interpolation*/
nght_column, /*right rpm bound for lnterpoaltion*/
param; /*counter used to recall parameters*/
float bhp_ratio, /*bhp ratio for linear interpolation*/
rpm_ratio, /*rpm ratio for linear interpolation*/
param_lower_rpm, /*engine parameter at desired bhp and*/
/*lower rpm interpolation bound*/
param_upper_rpm; /*engine parameter at desired bhp and*/
/*upper rpm interpolation bound*/
/declare the parameter correction factor variables for inlet,*/
/*exhaust, and humidity losses*/








_p8_fac, humidity_cp8_fac, sfc_factor, t8_factor,
w8_factor, p8_factor, q)8_factor,
/* */
/*declare and initialize the arrays*/
/declare the array that will output the five operating*/
/parameters of SFC, T8. W8. P8. and CP8 for the given */
/* engine BHP and NPT. The array will store the parameters*/
/* in the order listed above.*/
float parameter_engine [5]:
/* declare and initialize the array that defines the BHP */
/* values for the tabular rows */
float bhp [12] = | 182.0. 1000.0. 3000.0. 5000.0. 1 0000 0.
15000.0. 17500.0. 20000.0. 22500.0,
25000.0. 27500.0. 30000.01 ):
/* declare and initialize the array that defines the rpm */
/* values for the tabular columns */
float rpm [7] = |Q00 0. 1200.0. 1800.0. 2400.0. 3000.0.
3300.0.3600.01):
* declare and initialize the array that maps the five */
/'* engine parameters. */
float engine_map [5][12][7] =
{4.4071. 4.8394. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0}.
{1.6962. 1.6021. 1.6040. 1.7396, 1.9825. 2.1302. 2.3004}.
{.9678. .90312. .86855, .87937. .92378, .9569. .99805}.
{ .85648. .73477. .6692. .66606, .68551, .70115, .72322}.
{0.0, .65875, .54401, .50957, .50801. .51213. .51859}.
{0.0, 0.0, .50343. .46102, .44704, .44637, .44825 },
{0.0, 0.0, .49543, .44506, .42874, .42696, 42701},
{0.0.0.0,49107,43374, 41471.41157, 41097} ,
{0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4265, 40395, .40007, .39883},
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 42436, .39543. .3902. .38784},
{ 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, .39174, .38384, .38035 },
{0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .39124, .38182, .37709}
1278.0, 1284.6, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0},
1285.4, 1287.9, 1303.2, 1321.8, 1341.2, 1354.3, 1365.3},
1239.9, 1266.1, 1317.3, 1341.7, 1356.8, 1362.1, 1367.1},
11326.5, 1268.9. 1277.5. 1308.5. 1335.5. 1347.5, 1360.4),
|0.0, 1448.6, 1351.5, 1333.3, 1354.8, 1369.2, 1383.0},
[0.0,0.0, 1438.6, 1398.5, 1393.4, 1403.0, 1414.8},
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0.0,0.0, 1489.0, 1423.0, 1413.7, 14198. 1427.7},
0.0,0.0, 1543.2. 1449.7, 1432.2. 1434.6. 1441.3}.
0.0,0.0,0.0, 1482.6, 1450.7, 1452.1, 1458.1).
0.0,0.0,0.0, 1533.0, 1470.3, 1466.6. 1469.4},
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1508.9, 1491.4, 1488.1 },
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 1561.0. 1534.2. 1524.6}
22.577, 22.564, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0},
42.681. 39.839. 39.058. 41.82. 47.104. 50.103. 53693},
73.76. 65.353. 57.942. 56 859. 59.057. 61.114. 63.768}.
93.72. 84.48. 74.214. 71.539. 70.446. 71.301. 72.832).
0.0. 115.82. 102.0. 95.618. 92.482. 91.733. 91.667}.
0.0.0.0. 123.02. 114.2. 109.91. 108.34. 107.39).
0.0,0.0. 132.18. 122.71. 117.47. 115.86. 114.74).
0.0.0.0. 140.33. 130 66. 124.79. 122.99. 121 71).
0.0.0.0.0.0. 137.85. 131.85. 12967. 128.12}.
0.0.0.0.0.0. 143.51. 138 45. 136.19. 13-145).
0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0. 143.49. 141 "9. U0.27}.
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 147.39. 146.09. 144.76}
14.699. 14.699. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0).
14.71. 14.706. 14.707, 14.709. 14.714. 14.714. 14.716).
14.734, 14.725. 14,72. 14.72. 14.722. 14.723. 14.726).
14.761. 14.745. 14.735. 14.732. 14.733. 14.734. 14 7341
0.0. 14.804. 14 "73. 14 765. 14.76. 14.759. 14762).
0.0.0.0. 14.816. 14.797. 14.789. 14. _T 86. 14.788}.
0.0.0.0. 14.841, 14.814. 14.804. 14.802. 14.799}.
0.0.0.0. 14.863. 14.833. 14.82. 14.815. 14.814}.
0.0.0.0.0.0. 14.852. 14.835. 14.832. 14.828).
0.0.0.0.0.0. 14.871. 14.852. 14.845, 14.843}.
0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 14.866. 14.861. 14.857},
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 14.883. 14.879, 14.873
}
.2614. .26166, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0},
.26176, .26189, .26251. .2632. .26392, .26441. .26482},
.26015, .26127, .26342, .26441, .26498, .26516, .26533]
.26381, .26158, .26205. .26336, .26445, .26491, .2654},
0.0, .26917. .2655, .26488, .26579, .26639, .26694},
0.0, 0.0, .26935, .26791. .26779, .2682. .26869},
0.0, 0.0, .2715, .26906, .26879, .26907, .26941 },
0.0. 0.0. .27378, .27029, .26971, .26984. .27014},
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .27176, .27062. .27072, .27099},
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, .27392. .27155. .27146, .27161 },
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, .27326, .27261, .27251 },
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .2755, .27448, .27414}
I* */
for (lower_row = 0; lower_row < 11; lower_row++)
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/* Calcutate the corrections for inlet, exhaust, and humidity. */
inlet_sfc_fac = 0.001125 * INLET_LOSS + 1;
inlet_t8_fac = 0.001875 * INLET_LOSS + 1;
inlet_w8_fac = -0.001375 * INLET.LOSS + 1;
iniet_p8_fac = 0.0 * INLET_LOSS + 1;
inlet_cp8_fac = 0.00040 * lNLET_LOSS + 1;
exhaust_sfc_fac 0.001295 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1;
exhaust_t8_fac = .00098 * EXHAUST.LOSS + 1;
exhaust_w8_fac = 0.0003636 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1;
exhaust_p8_fac = 0.00245 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1;
exhaust_cp8_fac = 0.0020 * EXHAUST_LOSS + 1:
humidity_sfc_fac = 0.0000387 * HUMIDrTY + 1;
humidity_t8_fac = -0.0OOOO57 * HUMIDITY + 1;
humidity_w8_fac = -0.00005 * HUMIDITY + 1;
humidity_p8_fac = 0.0 * HUMIDITY + 1;
humidity_cp8_fac = 000125 * HUMIDITY + 1:
sfc_factor = inlet_sfc_fac * exhaust_sfc_fac * humidity_sfc_fac;
t8_factor = inlet_t8_fac * exhaust_t8_fac * humidity_t8_fac:
\v8_factor = inle* w8_fac * exhaust_w8_fac * humidity_w8_fac;
p8_factor = inlet_p8_fac * exhaust_p8_fac * humidity_p8_fac;
cp8_factor = inlet_cp8_fac * exhaust_cp8_fac * humidity_cp8_fac;
/* */








/* This function provides the PC 4.2 engine parameter of: */
/* SFC = specific fuel consumption in Lb/Hp-Hr. */
/* It performs linear interpolation on a given engine BHP and RPM */
/* using the tabular engine performance map for ISO conditions. */
/* The SFC performance maps are based on a per cylinder basis. */
/* The total engine_bhp = cylinder_bhp * number_cylinders. */
unsigned int lower_row, /*bottom bhp bound for interpolation*/
higher_row, /*upper bhp bound for interpolation*/
left_column. /*left rpm bound for interpolation*/






bhp_rauo, /*bhp ratio for linear interpolation*/
rpm_ratio, /*rpm ratio for linear interpolation*/
param_lower_rpm, /*engine parameter at desired bhp and*/
/*lower rpm interpolation bound*/
param_upper_rpm; /*engine parameter at desired bhp and*/
/*upper rpm interpolation bound*/
/*declare the variable that will output the engine operating*/
/*parameter of SFC for the given engine BHP and RPM.*/
float parameter_engine:
/* */
/* Declare and initialize the arrays */
/* declare and initialize the array that defines the BHP */
I* values for the tabular rows */
float bhp [12] = (53.0. 1 00.0. 250.0. 400.0. 567.0.
600.0. 800.0. 1000.0. 1200.0.
1400.0. 1466.0. 1629.01 ):
/* declare and initialize the array that defines the rpm */
* values for the tabular columns */
float rpm [12] = | 125.0. 150.0, 175.0. 200.0. 225.0,
250.0, 275.0, 300.0. 325.0, 350.0, 375.0, 400.01
,
/* declare and initialize the array that maps the */
/* engine SFC parameters. */
float engme_map [12][12] =
1 .348, .349, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0},
{ .344, .345, .345. .346, .347, .347, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0},
(0.0, .331, .333, .335. .336, .338. .339, .341, .343, .345, 0.0, 0.0]
(0.0.0.0, 0.0, .323. .325, .327, .329, .331, .333, .334, 335, .339]
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .316, .317, .318, .320, .323, .326, .331 },
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. .314, .315, .316, .317, .321, .324, .327},
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .308, .307, .307, .308, .309, .313},
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .304, .303, .303, .304, .305} ,
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .303, .298, .298, .301 },
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .304. .300, .300}.
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, .304. .303, .301 },




/* Ensure that the BHP and RPM are within the PC4.2 fuel */
/* rack limitations. */
if<cylinder_bhp >= 567.0)
I
fuel_rackjimit_rpm = 0.1 105 * cylinder_bhp + 204.33:
if(engine_rpm < fuel_rack_limit_rpm I
I
pnntf("This engine BHP of ^7. If and RPM oi%5.0N\". engine_bhp, engine_rpm>;
pnntf("are outside the engine fuel rack limitations.\n" );
pnntf( "Re-examine the BHP and RPM operating regime.\n\n">;
retum(-l.O);
/* */
for (lower_ro\.v = 0; lower_row < 11; lower_row++i
(
higher_row = lower_row + 1:
if ibhp [lower_row] <= cyhnder_bhp
&&. cylinder_bhp < bhp [higher_row]i
I
bhp_ratio = icylinder_bhp - bhp [lower_row] )/
(bhp [higher_row] - bhp [lower_row]);
break:
/* */
for (left_column = 0; left_column < 12: left_column++)
I
nght_column = left_column + 1;
if (rpm [left_column] <= engine_rpm
&& engme_rpm < rpm [right_column])
(
rpm_ratio = (engine_rpm - rpm [left_column])/
(rpm [nght_column] - rpm [left_column]);
break;
I* */
if (engine_map [higber_row][left_column] =
II engine_map [lower_row][nght_column] = 0)
I
pnntfC'This BHP of %7. If and RPM of %5.0fSn ", engine_bhp. engine_rpm);
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pnntff'are outside the ISO conditions engine map interpolation zoneV);





















/* This program provides the PC 2.6V engine parameter of: */
/* SFC = specific fuel consumption in Lb/Hp-Hr. */
/* It performs linear interpolation on a given engine BHP and RPM */
/* using the tabular engine performance map for ISO conditions. */
/* The SFC performance maps are based on a per cylinder basis. */
/* The total engme_bhp = cylinder_bhp * NUMBER_CYLINDERS. */
unsigned int lower_row, /*bortom bhp bound for interpolation*/
higher_row, /*upper bhp bound for interpolation*/
left_column. /*left rpm bound for interpolation*/




bhp_ratio, /*bhp ratio for linear interpolation*/
rpm_ratio, /*rpm ratio for linear interpolation*/
param_lower_rpm, /*engine parameter at desired bhp and*/
/*lower rpm interpolation bound*/
param_upper_rpm; /*engine parameter at desired bhp and*/
/upper rpm interpolation bound*/
/*declare the variable that will output the engine operating*/
/•parameter of SFC for the given engine BHP and RPM.*/
float parameter_eneine;
/* */
/* Declare and lnioalize the arrays */
* declare and initialize the array that defines the BHP */
* values for the tabular rows */
float bhp [8] = (40.0. 100.0. 200.0. 300.0. 400.0.
500.0. 600.0. 737.01):
/* declare and initialize the array that defines the rpm */
/* values for the tabular columns */
float rpm [14] = (200 0, 225.0. 250 0. 2 7 5 .0. 300 0. 325.0.
350.0. 375.0. 400.0. 425.0. 450.0. 475.0. 500.0. 520.01 );
I* declare and initialize the array that maps the */
/* engine SFC parameters. */
float engine_map [8][14] =
( .375. .375, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
0.0.0.0).
(.349, .353, .355, .355, .356, .358, .359. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
0.0,0.0),
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .324, .325, .326, .326, .328, .328. .329, .330, .331,
.333, .336},
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .321, .320, .319, .319, .319. .32. .32.
.321, .321},
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .316, .314, .312, .312, .312,
.312. .314},
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .311, .310, .310,
.310,-311},
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .311, .310,
.310, .310},







for (lower_row = 0; lower_row < 11; lower_row++)
(
higher_row = lower_row + 1;
if (bhp [lower_row] <= cylinder_bhp
&& cyLinder_bhp < bhp [higher_row])
I
bhp_ratio = icylinder_bhp - bhp [lcnver_ro\v] »/
(bhp [hjgher_rcm] - bhp [lower_row]);
break:
tor (left_column = 0; left_column < 1 2: len_column++)
(
nght_column = left_column + 1;
if irpm [left_column] <= engine_rpm
&&. engine_rpm < rpm [nght_column])
i
rpm_ratio = 'engine_rpm - rpm [lert_column] )/




if (engine_map [higher_row][left_column] ==
II engine_map [lower_row][nght_column] == 0)
(
printfCThis BHP of %1. If and RPM of %5.0f\n". engine_bhp. engine_rpm);
printf("are outside the ISO conditions engine map interpolation zone.Nn");




















The following pages provide samples of output from the engine's program. The
program was executed with three variations: cruise with no PDSS, cruise with only one
on-line PDSS. and cruise with more than one on-line PDSS. Each of these variations has
a slightly different output that shows the power split between engines.
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Select one of the four propulsion options.
1 Mechanical Drive.
2 Electric Drive.
3 Mechanical with Electric Hybrid drive.
4 Multiple Dispersed Waterjets.
1
Select the number of propulsors used for cruise.
1 One pr opulsor .
2 Two propulsors .
3 Three propulsors.
2
Select the number of propulsors used for boost.
2 Two propulsors .
3 Three propulsors .
2
Select one of the propulsor options.
1 FPP
2 CRP




7 Ducted Cont ra -r otat i ng
3 Ducted Preswirl Stator
3 Wa t e r j e t
2
Select the desired mechanical transmission options.
1 Epicycllc on each shaft.
2 LTDR on each shaft.
3 LTDR with reversing mechanism on each shaft.
4 LTDR on each shaft with cross-connect.
2
The following questions are used to determine the engine
typetsl and alignments to operate the propulsion system.
Note: if you choose the LM-2500 for boost, you will also be
given the opportunity to select an alternative
engine type for cruise.
If you choose one of the other boost engine types,
it will be assumed that your selected boost engine
type will be used for both cruise and boost operation.
Select one of the boost engine types.
1 LM-2500 Gas Turbine
2 ICR Gas Turbine
3 PC 4.2 Diesel, 16 cyl rated at 26060 HP.

Select one of the cruise engine types.
NONE
1 ICR Gas Turbine
2 PC 4.2 Diesel
3 PC 2.6 Diesel
Select the total number of LM-2500 engines















Your selections are summarized as follows:
# Cruise Propulsors= 2
Propulsor Type = CRP
Transmission Type = Mech
Cruise Eng Type = none
Total I boost eng
used for cruise = 2
Total # cruise eng
used for cruise =
PDSS flag setting = NO
ft Boost Propulsors = 2
Hybrid Trans Type = None
XMission per shaft = LTDR
Boost Eng Type = LM-2500
Total # boost eng
used for boost * 4
Total i cruise eng
used for boost =
Number of PDSS =
Select an option:
1 Run the program with your selected propulsion system.
2 Reselect the propulsion system.
3 Quit the program.

J.
Enter the following In decimal format.
Enter the cruise EHP:9360.0
Enter the cruise QPC:.718





Enter the cruise propulsor RPM:88.9
Enter the gear ratio:
22.39




Tail Pipe Allowance =
pet o£ endurance time














The electric fuel wt = 232.8 LTONS
.
The propulsion fuel wt = 1009.5 LTONS.
The Total Fuel Weight = 1292.4 LTONS.
The cruise type engine Specs:
Max Eng
Max Eng




















































































































































Select one of the four propulsion options.
1 Mechanical Drive.
2 Electric Drive.
3 Mechanical with Electric Hybrid drive.
4 Multiple Dispersed Waterjets.
1
Select the number of propulsors used for cruise.
1 One propulsor .
2 Two propulsors .
3 Three propulsors.
1












8 Ducted Preswirl Stator
9 Wa t e r j e t
2
Select the desired mechanical transmission options.
1 Epicyclic on each shaft.
2 LTDR on each shaft.
3 LTDR with reversing mechanism on each shaft.
1
The following questions are used to determine the engine
type(s) and alignments to operate the propulsion system.
Note: If you choose the LM-2500 for boost, you will also be
given the opportunity to select an alternative
engine type for cruise.
If you choose one of the other boost engine types,
it will be assumed that your selected boost engine
type will be used for both cruise and boost operation.
Select one of the boost engine types.
1 LM-2500 Gas Turbine
2 ICR Gas Turbine
3 PC 4.2 Diesel, 16 cyl rated at 26060 HP.

Select one of the cruise engine types.
NONE
1 ICR Gas Turbine
2 PC 4.2 Diesel
3 PC 2.6 Diesel
Select the total number of LM-2500 engines












Will PDSS be driven
output sha f ts
.











Your selections are summarized as follows:
# Cruise Propulsors= 1
Propulsor Type = CRP
Transmission Type = Mech
Cruise Eng Type = none
Total I boost eng
used for cruise = 1
Total * cruise eng
used for cruise =
PDSS flag setting = YES
# Boost Propulsors = 3
Hybrid Trans Type = None
XMission per shaft = Epicycllc
Boost Eng Type = LM-2500
Total t boost eng
used for boost = 3
Total t cruise eng
used for boost -
Number of PDSS = 3
Select an option:
1 Run the program with your selected propulsion system,
2 Reselect the propulsion system.
3 Quit the program.

Enter the following in decimal format.
Enter the cruise EHP:9360
Enter the cruise QPC:.718




Enter the cruise propulsor RPM:89.0
Enter the gear ratio:
22. 4
Number of engines used for cruise = 1.0
HP per PDSS = 1693.04 BHP
K34_BHP_per_eng = 1693.04 BHP
a vg_endur_bhp_per _eng = 16630.37 BHP
uncorrect_sfc_per_eng
propulsion f_£actor =
Tail Pipe Allowance =
pet of endurance time
avg_endur_f ue l_rate =







The electric fuel wt = 282.8 LTONS.
The propulsion fuel wt = 899.1 LTONS.
The Total Fuel Weight = 1182.0 LTONS.
The cruise type engine Specs:
Max Engine Power = 26250.00.
Max Engine RPM = 3600.00.
Min Engine RPM = 1200.00.
Number of Cylinders = 0.00.
Engine Type Code = 1.00.
Engine Weight = 59000.00 lb.
Linear Weight Intake = 493.20 lb.
Linear Weight Uptake = 799.00 lb.
Engine Length, ft = 26.50.
Engine Width, ft = 8.70.
Engine Height, ft = 10.40.
Cross Section Intake = 119.70 ft~2.
Cross Section Uptake = 162.50 ft~2.
Acquisition Cost = 4.50 $mil / 1991










































































Select one of the four propulsion options.
1 Mechanical Drive.
2 Electric Drive.
3 Mechanical with Electric Hybrid drive.
4 Multiple Dispersed Waterjets.
1
Select the number of propulsors used for cruise.




Select the number of propulsors used for boost.




Select one of the propulsor options.
1 FPP
2 CRP
3 Contra -rota t i ng




8 Ducted Preswirl Stator
9 Water jet
2
Select the desired mechanical transmission options.
1 Epicyclic on each shaft.
2 LTDR on each shaft.
3 LTDR with reversing mechanism on each shaft.
4 LTDR on each shaft with cross-connect.
2
The following questions are used to determine the engine
typelsl and alignments to operate the propulsion system.
Note: if you choose the LM-2500 for boost, you will also be
given the opportunity to select an alternative
engine type for cruise.
If you choose one of the other boost engine types,
it will be assumed that your selected boost engine
type will be used for both cruise and boost operation.
Select one of the boost engine types.
1 LM-2500 Gas Turbine
2 ICR Gas Turbine
3 PC 4.2 Diesel, 16 cyl rated at 26060 HP.

Select one of the cruise engine types.
NONE
1 ICR Gas Turbine
2 PC 4.2 Diesel
3 PC 2.6 Diesel
Select the total number of LM-2500 engines




















the total number of pdss units desired,
pdss units.
3 Three pdss units.
4 Four pdss uni t.s .
4
Your selections are summarized as follows:
# Cruise Propulsors= 2
Propulsor Type = CRP
Transmission Type = Mech
Cruise Eng Type = none
Total I boost eng
used for cruise = 2
Total I cruise eng
used for cruise *
PDSS flag setting = YES
I Boost Propulsors = 2
Hybrid Trans Type 3 None
XMission per shaft = LTDR
Boost Eng Type - LM-2500
Total # boost eng
used for boost = 4
Total I cruise eng
used for boost a
Number of PDSS = 4
Select an option:
1 Run the program with your selected propulsion system,
2 Reselect the propulsion system.
3 Quit the program.

1
Enter the following in decimal format.
Enter the cruise EHP:9360.0
Enter the cruise QPC:.718




Enter the cruise propulsor RPM:89.0
Enter the gear ratio:
22.4
Number of engines used for cruise = 2.0
HP per PDSS w/no-bleed = 1693.04 BHP
HP per PDSS w/bleed = 1128.69 BHP
K34_BHP_per_eng w/bleed = 1123.69 BHP
avg_endur_bhp_per_eng_no_bld = 9200.81 BHP
avg_endur_bhp_per_eng_bld = 8636.46 BHP
uncorrect_sfc_per_eng_no_bld = 0.56387 LB/HP/HR
uncorrect_s£c_per_eng_bld = 0.57940 LB/HP/HR
propulsion f_factor = 1.0400
Tail Pipe Allowance = 1.020
pet of endurance time w/bleed = 0.500
avg_endur_£uel_rate_no_bld = 0.61575 LB/HP/HR
avg_endur_f uel_rate_bld = 0.63270 LB/HP/HR
K34 w/bleed SFC = 1.01307 LB/HP/HR.
The electric fuel wt = 62.4 LTONS.
The propulsion fuel wt = 1122.3 LTONS.
The Total Fuel Weight = 1184.7 LTONS.
The cruise type engine Specs:
Max Engine Power = 26250.00.
Max Engine RPM = 3600.00.
Min Engine RPM = 1200.00.
Number of Cylinders = 0.00.
Engine Type Code = 1.00.
Engine Weight = 59000.00 lb.
Linear Weight Intake = 493.20 lb.
Linear Weight Uptake = 799.00 lb.
Engine Length, ft = 26.50.
Engine Width, ft = 8.70.
Engine Height, ft = 10.40.
Cross Section Intake = 119.70 £t~2.
Cross Section Uptake = 162.50 ft A 2.
Acquisition Cost = 4.50 $mil,1991.



































0,1 An evaluation of Marine




cl An evaluation of Marine
propulsion engines for
several Navy ships.

